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Welcome to the latest issue of ASSAY – your national acid sulfate soil newsletter.
2018 celebrates 25 years of ASSAY newsletter!
In this edition there is an update on NatCASS activities, we get the run down of the special Geoderma
issue on acid sulfate soils and notice of a new FREE publication on managing ASS soils in irrigation areas
from Rob Fitzpatrick, we learn how acidity affects aquatic organisms, visit remediation sites in South
Australia, Victoria and Western Australia and see concerns raised over potential Snowy spoil impacts. Of
course there are also other resources including Tasmania's ASS risk mapping and the latest publications.
Next edition ‐ September 2018 ‐ we are hoping to provide some stories from local councils about their
experiences with ASS, so if you would like to share your experience / provide a comment on current
management / identification / impacts, please get in touch.
Please remember that ASSAY is still open for business! If your organisation would like to invest in
maintaining the continuity of our ASSAY flagship while benefiting from some well‐placed promotions,
please feel free to contact me directly at: scott.nichols@dpi.nsw.gov.au.

Happy reading… Scott
Stories and places…
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Celebrating 25 years of ASSAY!
Scott Nichols
We have come a long way since the first two‐page issue of ASSAY back in March 1993, when Bob Smith
(NSW Agriculture) thought it would be a good idea to gather and distribute a few stories of interest on
the topic of acid sulfate soils.
Back in 1993 there was a distinct NSW focus, including articles on Hastings Council developing guidelines
to manage ASS, mapping of ASS areas in NSW by the then Conservation and Land Management (CaLM)
department, a near miss when a development at Grafton nearly exposed two million tonnes of soil
containing pyrite, concerns regarding fish kills and diseases linked to / caused by ASS runoff and the
impacts of acidification on sugar cane as water tables were lowered.
Interestingly there was also an article where Dr (now Prof.) Rob Fitzpatrick (CSIRO) had identified ASS in
the Mount Lofty Ranges of South Australia. According to Dr Fitzpatrick: “pyrite came from deep below
the ground, dissolved and transported to the surface where it oxidised, causing acidification.”
ASSAY issues, although brief, were more frequent in the early days – 4 issues per year.
In June 1993, the first National Conference on Acid Sulfate Soils was held in the Gold Coast with keynote
speaker Dr David Dent from East Anglia. Over 180 delegates attended, all agreeing there was no easy
solution to the problem, but greater awareness in the community, coordinated research and
management guidelines were seen as key.
Over the years, issues have plotted the rise in occurrence (or perhaps recognition) of ASS around
Australia, and its impacts on the environment (fish kills, seagrass loss, agricultural productivity). Past,
inappropriate management practices that have resulted in ASS issues have been outed and serve as
useful examples of what not to do. Methods to better manage and clean‐up ASS have been promoted,
to allow for continued productivity or reduced impact on affected sites and surrounding areas. A more
coordinated approach to management has also been captured, the coming together of a network of
experts, and creation of guideline, mapping, identification and remediation documents, along with the
beginning of large scale remediation projects that are still continuing today.
Of course ASSAY isn’t worth reading without articles provided by our contributors, so a big thank you to
everyone who has submitted an article! Also thanks must go to the numerous editors of ASSAY since its
beginning in 1993: Bob Smith (1993‐1995), Rebecca Lines‐Kelly (1995‐1996), Jon Woodworth (1997‐
2000), Heather Shearer (2001‐2002), Chrisy Clay (2003‐2009), Simon Walsh (2009‐2016), and Scott
Nichols (2016‐current).
Past issues are available on the NSW Department of Primary Industries website:
https://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/about-us/publications/assay

Pictures from ASSAY April 1993 issue (conference team) and August 1993 issue (field trips).
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NatCASS update
Steve Appleyard
The National Committee for Acid Sulfate Soils (NatCASS) met by teleconference on 9 November 2017 to
discuss a number of issues including:
•
the completion of a series of new national guidance documents for managing acid sulfate soil
issues associated with groundwater dewatering, dredging, and the management of accumulations of
monosulfidic black oozes, and updates to manuals on the field assessment and laboratory analysis of
acid sulfate soil materials; and
•

progress on the proposed Code of Practice for the reuse of acid sulfate soil materials.

The Commonwealth Department of Agriculture and Water Resources will be seeking the approval of all
state and territory governments before the guidance documents are released in the first half of 2018.
Professor Rob Fitzpatrick also informed NatCASS that the Acid Sulfate Soil Centre (ASSC) based at the
University of Adelaide has received funding via an Australian Research Council (ARC) Discovery Grant to
investigate the effects of climate change on soil acidification and the release of metals to the
environment. One of the intended outputs from the study will be to produce a drought and climate
change acid sulfate soil risk map for Australia.
Professor Fitzpatrick also noted that he co‐edited a special issue of the journal Geoderma on acid sulfate
soil issues that has recently been published (see next article – articles produced through the ASSC are
marked with an asterix).
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Publication of the Geoderma Special Issue of papers presented at the 8th
International Acid Sulfate Soils Conference
Prof. Rob Fitzpatrick
A Special Issue of Acid Sulfate Soil papers is published in Geoderma and includes 16 contributions that
are organised within the following four topical areas used when organising the 62 contributions
presented at the 8th International Acid Sulfate Soils Conference held at the University of Maryland,
College Park, USA from 17–23 July 2016:
•

Introduction and Background to Acid Sulfate Soils

•

Sulfidisation

•

Sulfuricisation (included the special symposium dedicated to the late Udo Schwertmann)

•

Assessment and Remediation

The Managing Guest Editor, Martin Rabenhorst and Guest Editors Lee Daniels and Rob Fitzpatrick
prepared the following Preface, which provides a summary of the conference and highlights of the 16
papers:
Rabenhorst, Martin, Daniels L., and Fitzpatrick Robert (2017) Preface: 8th International Acid Sulfate Soil
Conference. Geoderma. 308, 187‐190. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.09.022 *
The following 16 papers on Acid Sulfate Soils are included in the Geoderma Special Issue on Acid Sulfate
Soils – covering a selection of papers presented under the following four topical headings at the 8th
International Conference. The abstracts for these papers are also listed in “Latest publications” at the
back of this newsletter.
Introduction and Background to Acid Sulfate Soils
1.
Fanning, Delvin, Rabenhorst, Martin and Fitzpatrick Robert (2017) Historical developments in
the understanding of acid sulfate soils. Geoderma. 308, 191‐206.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.07.006 *

Sulfidisation
2.
Payne, M. and Stolt, M.H., 2017. Understanding sulfide distribution in subaqueous soil systems
in southern New England, USA. Geoderma. 308, 207‐214.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.08.015
3.
Wessel, B.M., Rabenhorst, M.C., 2017. Identification of sulfidic materials in the Rhode River
subestuary of Chesapeake Bay. Geoderma 308, 215‐225.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.07.025
4.
Salisbury, A., Stolt, M.H, Surabian, D.A. 2017. Simulated upland placement of estuarine dredged
materials. Geoderma 308, 226‐234. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.04.005

Sulfuricisation (included the special symposium dedicated to the late Udo Schwertmann)
5.
Fitzpatrick, RW, Shand P and Mosley LM (2017). Acid sulfate soil evolution models and
pedogenic pathways during drought and reflooding cycles in irrigated areas and adjacent natural
wetlands. Geoderma. 308, 270‐290. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.08.016 *
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6.
Fitzpatrick, RW, Mosley LM, Raven MD and Shand P (2017) Schwertmannite formation and
properties in acidic drain environments following exposure and oxidation of acid sulfate soils in
irrigation areas during extreme drought. Geoderma. 308, 235‐251.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.08.012 *
7.
Virtanen, S., Puustinen, M., and Yli‐Halla, M. 2017. Oxidation of iron sulfides in subsoils of
cultivated boreal acid sulfate soil fields – based on soil redox potential and pH measurements.
Geoderma. 308, 252‐259 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.05.020
8.
Wessel, B.M., Fiola, J.C., Rabenhorst, M.C., 2017. Soil morphology, genesis, and monolith
construction of an acid sulfate soil with silica‐cementation in the US Mid‐Atlantic Region. Geoderma.
308, 260‐269 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.03.023
9.
Mattbäck, S., Boman, A., Österholm, P. 2017. Hydrogeochemical impact of coarse‐grained post‐
glacial acid sulfate soil materials. Geoderma 308, 291‐301.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.05.036

Assessment and Remediation
10.
Mosley, LM, Biswas T, Cook F., Marschner P, Palmer D, Shand P, Yuan C, and Fitzpatrick RW
(2017) Prolonged recovery of acid sulfate soils with sulfuric materials following severe drought: causes
and implications. Geoderma. 308, 312‐320. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.03.019 *
11.
Kölbl, A, Marschner P., Fitzpatrick, RW, Mosley LM, and Kögel‐Knabner, I. (2017). Linking organic
matter composition in acid sulfate soils to acidification risk and recovery. Geoderma. 308, 350‐362
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.07.03 *
12.
Beucher A. K. Adhikari H. Breuning‐Madse, M.B. Greve, P. Österholmd, S. Fröjdöd, N.H. Jensen,
M.H. Greve 2017. Mapping potential acid sulfate soils in Denmark using legacy data and LiDAR‐based
derivatives. Geoderma. 308, 363‐372 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2016.06.001
13.
Schulze, D.G., Landin, N.C., Owens, P.R., and Camberato, J.J. 2017. Evidence for a naturally
occurring post‐glacial acid sulfate weathering event in northwestern Indiana, USA. Geoderma. 308, 341‐
349 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.06.006
14.
Skousen. J., 2017. A methodology for geologic testing for land disturbance: Acid‐Base
Accounting for surface mines. Geoderma. 308, 302‐311.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.07.038
15.
Widyatmanti, W. and Sammut, J. 2017. Hydro‐geomorphic controls on the development and
distribution of acid sulfate soil in Central Java, Indonesia. Geoderma 308, 321‐332.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.08.024
16.
Yli‐Halla, M., Virtanen, S., Mäkelä, M., Simojoki, A., Hirvi, M., Innanen, S., Mäkelä, J.J., Sullivan, L.
2017. 308, 333‐340. Abundant stocks and mobilization of elements in boreal acid sulfate soils.
Geoderma. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.geoderma.2017.07.043
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New FREE Publication
Prof. Rob Fitzpatrick
Understanding and managing irrigated acid sulfate and salt‐affected soils:
A handbook for the Lower Murray Reclaimed Irrigation Area
By Rob W Fitzpatrick, Luke Mosley and Freeman J Cook. Published in December 2017 by University of
Adelaide Press, 139 pages, 31 figures, 25 tables, Field Sheet insert (4 pages)
FREE Ebook (PDF), DOI: https://doi.org/10.20851/murray-soils. ISBN 978‐1‐925261‐63‐9.
Paperback price $55.

This handbook is designed to be used by farmers,
land managers, agencies and service providers to
provide land management options as part of farm
property management plans which incorporate
options that help prevent the spread of acid
sulfate and salt‐affected soils. These options are
targeted to specific parts of the landscape (for
example, irrigated floodplain land, drains, levee
banks) and should be incorporated into farm
management plans.

The authors summarise the extreme drought conditions from 2007 to 2010 (the ‘Millennium’ Drought),
which resulted in the lowest River Murray levels (1.75 m decline from average) in over 90 years of
records below Lock 1 in South Australia. This placed increased pressures on existing water resource, land
use and soil management practices in the Lower Murray Reclaimed Irrigation Area (LMRIA), making
sustainable soil management much more difficult. The crisis of declining soil/water quality and
productivity in the LMRIA is also the result of inappropriate land and water management systems in
many irrigation areas, which were exacerbated by the drought and restructuring of the region in the
2000s. Over the past decade or so there has been a marked ‘demand pull’ for soil and water quality
information in the LMRIA for policy and decision‐making in South Australian Government and
Commonwealth Government agencies, especially for acid sulfate soils (ASS) and salt‐affected soils.
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Net acidity indicates the whole effluent toxicity of pH and dissolved metals in
metalliferous saline waters
Brad Degens, Rick Krassoi, Lynette Galvin, Brad Reynolds and Tina Micevska
Measurements of potential acidity in water are used to manage aquatic toxicity risks of discharge from
acid sulfate soils or acid mine drainage. Net acidity is a common measure of potential acidity calculated
from pH, dissolved metals and alkalinity but the relevance of current risk thresholds to aquatic
organisms are unclear. Net acidity is calculated as total alkalinity – total acidity where acidity is best
determined by calculation from pH and dissolved metals but can also be estimated by titration,
particularly in field situations.
We carried out aquatic toxicity testing using four organisms with water from four saline sources in
southern Western Australia (3 acidic drains and one alkaline river; 39–40 g/L Total Dissolved Solids). The
acidic drain waters were neutralised to varying degrees whereas the alkaline water was acidified to
achieve a test series spanning pH 4.5 – 6.5. Survival of brine shrimps (Artemia salina), locally sourced
ostracods (Platycypris baueri) and amphipods (Allorchestes compressa) as well as inhibition of
microalgae (Dunaliella salina) growth were recorded in a series of static exposure tests on settled
waters. Dose‐response curves were fitted to the results to determine EC10 for three species, which is the
concentration where there is 10% effect on the population mortality, and for the microalgae, IC10, where
there is 10% inhibition of growth.
Testing found the EC10 and IC10 concentrations of net acidity ranged from –7.8 to 10.5 mg CaCO3/L with
no survival or growth of any species at >47 mg CaCO3/L. Reduced net acidity indicated reduced whole
effluent toxicity more reliably than increased pH alone with organisms tolerating pH up to 1.1 units
lower in the absence of dissolved metals. Variation in toxicity indicated by net acidity was mostly
attributed to reduced concentrations of dissolved Al and Fe combined with higher pH and alkalinity and
some changes in speciation of Al and Fe with higher pH. These results indicate that rapid in‐field
assessments of net acidity in acidic, Al dominated waters may be an indicator of potential acute and
sub‐chronic impacts on aquatic organisms.
This was published online as: Degens, B. P., Krassoi, R., Galvin, L., Reynolds, B., and Micevska, T. (2018).
Net acidity indicates the whole effluent toxicity of pH and dissolved metals in metalliferous saline
waters. Chemosphere 198, 492‐500 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chemosphere.2018.01.129
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0045653518301462?via%3Dihub
For more information contact brad.degens@dwer.wa.gov.au .

Typical acid drainage affected location where the species tested can be found.
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Dry Creek salt field tidal restoration trial
Jason Quinn
Salt has been produced at the Dry Creek salt field (4,000 ha) north of Adelaide since 1940. The salt is
produced by evaporating seawater pumped into a series of concentrating ponds where water
evaporation induces gypsum (CaSO4) and then common salt (halite, NaCl) precipitation. One major issue
in closing the Dry Creek salt production operation is that hypersaline and sulfide‐rich sediments have
built up over large areas. This poses a potential environmental hazard if drained and dried (i.e. pyrite
oxidation) or resuspended (e.g. Monosulfidic Black Oozes). To address these risks, the University of
Adelaide Acid Sulfate Soil Centre is undertaking a tidal restoration trial in a 38 ha pond to trial seawater
flooding as an acid sulfate soil and ecological remediation strategy for this area on behalf of the
Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR) and Adelaide Mt Lofty Ranges
Natural Resource Management Board.
Installation of four tidal pipes and gates reconnected the pond to the tidal creek in July 2017 (see
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/the-weekly/articles/dry-creek-saltfield-trial). Controlled release
of water and introduction of tidal circulation rapidly restored the water quality in the pond to near‐
coastal conditions. Regular tidal flooding has also improved soil quality and no acid sulfate risks have
materialised to date. The ecological response has been rapid with vegetation, fish and invertebrates
beginning to recolonise the pond. A separate Goyder Institute For Water project is also being conducted
at the site to assess if carbon can be sequestered (e.g. via restoration of saltmarsh and mangrove
vegetation) and if generation of carbon credits could be used to help fund a wider restoration project at
the site (see http://www.goyderinstitute.org/news/2018/from-salt-to-c-carbon-sequestrationthrough-ecological-restoration-at-the-dry-creek-salt-field/).
For more information on the project contact Jason Quinn (SADWENR) at Jason.Quinn@sa.gov.au

Tidal trial site on an outgoing tide – downstream Tidal trial site on an outgoing tide – upstream trial
pond. Photo: Jason Quinn, DEWNR.
environment. Photo: Jason Quinn, DEWNR.
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Sediment and invertebrate sampling in the trial pond site by Dr Luke Mosley, Dr Tan Dang (UoA) and
Courtney Cummings (EPA). Photo: Jason Quinn, DEWNR.

Managing the Risks of Inland Acid Sulfate Soil Drainage: A Case Study from Third
Reedy Lake
Nicolaas Unland
Background
Third Reedy Lake is part of the Reedy Lakes complex near the township of Kerang in northern Victoria.
The lake has been managed for the storage and conveyance of irrigation water within the Torrumbarry
Irrigation Area since the 1920s. Under natural conditions Third Reedy Lake would have been an
intermittent wetland receiving water irregularly during flood events, generally in winter months.
However, the management of the wetland for irrigation has meant that its now a permanent wetland
with minimal fluctuations in water level.
A proposal has been made to remove Third Reedy Lake from the irrigation system, in an attempt to
achieve water savings and return the system to a natural water regime. The aim of the regime is to
induce wetting and drying such that would return Third Reedy Lake to a deep freshwater marsh
dominated by River Red Gums with a sedge and lignum understory. However, due to the persistent
inundation of the lake for nearly a century, the formation of lake bed acid sulfate soils poses an
environmental risk during an intermittent drying regime.

Field Program
To address the environmental risk associated with acid sulfate soils, a field program was designed to
assess the presence of ASS in lake bed sediments (map below). Sediments were collected from boat
platform along a sampling grid to a depth of ~0.5 m, along with surface water from the lake and local
groundwater.
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Soil and water sampling program at Third Reedy, Lake Reedy Lake complex

Results
The field program identified the presence of potential acidity throughout the majority of the lake bed
sediments and the absence of any measureable neutralising capacity. The net acidity concentrations
associated with the sediments typically exceeded the EPA (2009) criteria for classification as ASS. As
such, ASS were identified as an environmental risk requiring further assessment.
Subsequent to initial results, a series of column leach experiments were executed over a period of 14
weeks to inform the timing and magnitude of acidification that could be expected during prolonged
wetting and drying. While analysis of the column leach tests indicated the oxidation of pyrite within the
ASS, they also indicated that a significant amount of the acid generated would be neutralised within the
sediments. This was hypothesised as perhaps, a higher than usual reactivity of fine, unconsolidated
silicate sediments with buffering capacities not captured during typical acid‐base titration test work.

Management and outcomes
The results of the above test work were used to build a 1D acid mass balance model of Third Reedy Lake
(graph below). The model estimated the amount of acid that may become available to the remaining
water in the lake during an initial drying cycle. The model illustrated that the existing alkalinity in the
lake water would only be consumed in the late stages of drying, at which point, water could be released
into the lake to both neutralise and flush the acid generated during an initial drying event.
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Sampling groundwater near Third Reedy Lake

Regulated inflows to Third Reedy Lake

1D acid mass balance model of Third Reedy Lake
Summary and conclusions
The study illustrates a proactive approach to the identification consideration of ASS management prior
to execution of works that may drive ASS related environmental effects. By conducting a detailed field
program and laboratory analysis, management strategies for ASS were able to be developed to reduce
the risk of acidification in an ASS wetland.
For more information contact Nicolaas Unland at Nicolaas.Unland@jacobs.com

Selective Geochemistry of an Urban Lake Experiencing Seasonal Drying:
Implications for Acidification and Contaminant Mobility
Anne-Marie D'Alessio, Environmental Geochemistry Services

Booragoon Lake is a small, inter‐dunal, urban wetland that is located on the Swan Coastal Plain in
Western Australia. Although the lake is important for conservation and recreation, land use changes in
the catchment and a pattern of decreasing rainfall since the 1970’s have caused the lake to seasonally
dry, exposing the organic‐rich lake sediments to air. As a result of this, water in the lake has become
seasonally acidic with pH values as low as 2.85 being recorded in this wetland.
Booragoon Lake has been used as a discharge point for stormwater runoff from an adjacent arterial road
for many decades, and consequently a large mass of metals has accumulated in the sediments in this
wetland. Although these metals are unlikely to have been bioavailable under the reducing conditions
that were historically present in the wetland, the increasing level of oxidation and acidity of the
sediments has the potential to periodically release metals from sediments into the water column, posing
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a threat to wildlife. Recently a 3 year study analysed the geochemical response of wetland sediment and
water quality to drought conditions in the region. It focused on the nature of ASS and acidification,
implications of acidification through the lake’s annual geochemical cycle, and the likelihood of
contaminant mobility.
Nature of ASS and Acidification
The current Booragoon Lake study has documented one of the first occurrences of drought induced
acidification of lake water, and the subsequent mobilisation of sediment‐bound pollutants on the Swan
Coastal Plain, WA. Following the cessation of artificial seasonal recharge of the lake, due to constraints
on groundwater extraction (City of Melville, 2012), surface sediments became exposed during summer
months. The permanency of the lake as a chemical sink was dependent on maintaining anoxic conditions
in the sediment, thereby preventing the acidification of lake water. The exposure oxygenated the
organic‐rich sediments, initiating pyrite oxidation, in turn generating acid.
Studies performed in 2012 and 2013 showed oxidisation at the lake periphery, while the centre
remained under stable reducing conditions. However, a 2015 analysis showed extensive oxidation
laterally to a depth of 2‐5mm depth, with acid sulphate soils visible over the lake surface (Figure 1).
Numerous secondary precipitates were present on saturated sediments undergoing oxidation following
a brief rewetting event. ASS minerals seen on the lake bed are likely to be ferrihydrite, schwertmannite,
natrojarosite, and potentially akaganeite and fougerite (Figure 2). A mineral film (Figure 3) is
hypothesised to be a result of high phosphate in the lake which is thought to have caused the formation
of highly‐disordered, amorphous ferrihydrite.

Figure 1. Schwertmannite orange covering
black monosulfides

Figure 2. ASS mineral precipitates after rewetting

The physiochemical characteristics of Booragoon Lake have reflected the change to an oxidised, acidified
environment with pH values decreasing from a minimum of 6.63 in 1998, down to 3.15 in 2013, to the
most recent low of 2.85. This is well below the low range value of 7.0 specified as safe for slightly
disturbed wetlands in South West Australia, determined by the Australian and New Zealand Guidelines
for Fresh and Marine Waters (ANZECC, 2000). While there is no temporal record for acidity, the
decreasing pH and ASS of lake sediments combined with a high 2015 Titratable Actual Acidity (TAA)
value suggests acidic conditions have prevailed since the onset of seasonal oxidation in early 2000s.
Implications of acidification through the lake’s annual cycle:
The oxidation of surface sediments at Booragoon Lake has disrupted the typical natural wetland cycle,
seen in other lakes of the region, to generate two distinct seasons with contrasting geochemical
characteristics. Water quality analysis has showed the lake now has a wet and a dry season, with
significant variation of: pH (and TAA), sulphate, and pollutants of both surface sediment and lake water.
The change between seasons was initiated by rainfall cessation (wet > dry, typically in late Sept) and
oxidation of pyritic sediments, generating acid in the first rewetting event (dry > wet, typically in late
April).
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Exposure of surface sediment at the end of the dry season causes the oxidation of organic matter in the
lake bed. Once the first rains saturate the lake bed, dissolution of efflorescent minerals generates
acidity, causing pH to gradually decrease to an average of 3. Once the source of acidity is exhausted, pH
values slowly climbed.
From the end of the lake’s wet season and throughout most of the dry season, water coverage enabled
anoxic conditions to prevail in the sediment. Under such conditions, iron can combine with sulphur and
be microbially transformed to iron monosulfides. This sulphate reduction and formation of monosulfidic
black ooze (MBOs) creates alkalinity that neutralised acids and consequently pH values subsequently
rose to a high of 8.2. The reaction causes a concomitant decrease in metals and metalloids as they
precipitate out of the water column into sediment.
Understanding this geochemical cycling is vital to ensure analysis and mitigation measures are correctly
targeted to determine pollutant concentrations in either lake water or sediment, and at the right time in
the annual cycle.

Figure 3. Amorphous Ferrihydrite mineral film
Likelihood of Contaminant Mobility
Drought induced oxidising of potential acid sulfate soils (PASS) lowers pH and generates a highly acidic
solution following the first rainfall of the wet season. This acidified water can liberate toxic metals and
metalloids sequestered by organic lake sediments (Nordmyr et al, 2008). Contaminated surface and
groundwater, a result of ASS acidification initiating metal mobilisation, has been documented across
many of Australia’s inland water bodies (Simpson et al., 2008; EPHC and NRMMC, 2011; Nordmyr et al.,
2008).
At Booragoon Lake, environmental contaminants were derived from stormwater inputs, typically
enriched in hydrocarbons and nutrients, as well as metals and metalloids such as Zn, Cu, Pb, Ni, and
Pt/Pd from catalytic converters. A 2000 study of surficial sediments found Pb levels in ¼ of all samples to
be above ANZECC Guidelines for slightly disturbed wetlands. While aqueous Pb levels exceeded NHMRC
Freshwater Guidelines by a factor of 45 (Oldmeadow, 2000): a legacy from the historical use of leaded
petrol. A more recent 2013 assessment of the lateral extent and concentrations of metals in surface
sediments, found that metal concentrations in sediments were much lower than levels found by
Oldmeadow, with the exception of more conservative elements like Pb and As (Brodie, 2013).
The current study analysed both pollutant concentration and their temporal distribution through the
annual cycle. Metals and other trace elements were found elevated within the surface sediment during
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the dry season and in lake water during the wet season. Additionally, the contaminants in water showed
a gradual decrease from within the highly acidified solutions at the start of the wet season, to the
alkaline water of the dry season, a steady decline that didn’t appear to correlate with water levels in the
lake, which varied considerably. This combined with the marked decrease in absolute surface sediment
concentrations since the 2000 study, through the 2012 and 2013 studies to the present, is believed to be
a result of contaminant transport and dispersal in groundwater and to downstream waterbodies.
Acidification has geochemical consequences for the cycling of metals and other environmental
pollutants within urban wetland systems. While reduced, organic‐rich sediments are an effective
chemical sink of metals and metalloids, the seasonal exposure of Booragoon Lake bed, and resultant
acidification, has enabled mobilisation of these contaminants, presenting a risk to the aquatic
environment and local groundwater.
For more information contact Mia D'Alessio at amiabella@outlook.com.au
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In the news…
Edited extract from http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/warning-ofcatastrophic-damage-to-waterways-if-snowy-20-spoils-plan-goes-wrong-experts-andenvironmentalists-warn-20180118-h0k8np.html
A plan to dump 2600 Olympic swimming pools of rubble in Alpine lakes risks "catastrophic" damage to
Australia's most important river system if it goes awry, experts and environmentalists have warned.
The plan forms part of the "supercharged" Snowy 2.0 proposal announced by Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull last year. It would expand the Snowy Hydro project to secure electricity supplies to the east
coast market….
Construction of tunnels required for the project are expected to extract 6.5 million cubic metres of spoil,
some of which could include "reactive" spoil containing sulphur and a potential source of acid rock
drainage.
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Professor Ben Kefford is quoted as saying "If the water was to go acidic in the dam then any water you
release downstream would be acidic.”
The disposal of materials could therefore lead to negative environmental impacts to waterways leading
from the lakes and the people who rely on them.
A Snowy Hydro spokeswoman said "all possible measures will be taken to avoid and mitigate the
environmental impacts" of the project, and it was seeking to reuse spoil as road base or in construction
materials.”

Resources
Scott Nichols
Risk mapping of acid sulfate soil in Tasmania is now digitally available via the site:
www.thelist.tas.gov.au.
Head to the LISTdata tab, then the “Coasts, Oceans and Estuaries” category and search for “Coastal
areas of Tasmania with potential to contain Acid Sulfate Soils”.

Screen grab of acid sulfate risk map for region around Hobart, Tasmania.
Further information on ASS in Tasmania can be found on the Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment website:
http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/agriculture/land-management-and-soils/soil-management/acid-sulfatesoils

Proceedings of 9th Australian Acid and Metalliferous Drainage Workshop
Scott Nichols
The 9th Australian Acid and Metalliferous Drainage Workshop was held in November 2017 in Burnie
Tasmania.
Proceedings from this and previous workshops can be found at https://amdworkshop.com.au/home
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Seeking new ASSAY articles
Scott Nichols
ASSAY is our collective national acid sulfate soils newsletter. It provides a valuable service by distributing
information between the various stakeholders that have a keen interest in the ASS issue and emerging
developments. By continually seeking to improve
ASSAY, we collectively enhance communication and
further develop knowledge‐sharing opportunities within
the national ASS arena.
At ASSAY we are always looking for interesting stories to
include in forthcoming issues. While these can follow
the established format of 1 to 2 page articles, we are
also looking to include other types of updates that may
be shorter in length.
As long as they are relevant for the field of ASS, you
might think of sending through some anecdotes,
thoughts or musings etc. Perhaps you have an
unusual/interesting photograph to share? How about
some experiences in the field or back in the lab?
Alternatively, maybe you have a bigger story that could
be split into parts and run over two or more issues.
As ASSAY is distributed electronically, we can include
hyperlinks to key websites, detailed documents and
reports. If you are keen to publish some new
information, the use of images, graphs and photographs is strongly encouraged to add a user‐friendly
dimension to plain text. Some ideas for photos that work well include aerial overviews of landscapes;
fine detail with macro close‐ups; images of ‘people doing things’; or time sequences such as ‘before and
after’ remediation works etc.
The opportunity is there to inform the rest of the acid sulfate soil ‘family’ of some of the perspectives
that YOU have about ASS. If you have an idea for a contribution for a future issue, then just send me an
email (scott.nichols@dpi.nsw.gov.au) or pick up the phone (02 6626 1396) and we’ll make it happen.
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Latest publications
S.A. Akinyemi and M.W. Gitari (Eds.) (2018). Coal Fly Ash Beneficiation ‐ Treatment of Acid Mine
Drainage with Coal Fly Ash. InTech: 208p.
This book deals with various, very significant topics of coal fly ash beneficiation, such as treatment of
acid mine drainage with coal fly ash, toxic metal adsorption using coal fly ash, recovery of metals from
coal fly ash and phytoreclamation of abandoned acid mine drainage site after treatment with coal fly
ash, the status of research in coal fly ash utilization and applications and some other related topics in
this growing and increasingly important research area. Overall, coal fly ash beneficiation has come to
assume an important role in most areas of waste management research today. Continued growth and
emphasis on scientific research is expected in all areas of waste management and conversion of waste
to wealth technologies.

Alarcon‐Poblete, E., Inostroza‐Blancheteau, C., Alberdi, M., Rengel, Z. and Reyes‐Diaz, M. (2018).
Molecular regulation of aluminum resistance and sulfur nutrition during root growth. Planta. 247(1):
27‐39.
Aluminum toxicity and sulfate deprivation both regulate microRNA395 expression, repressing its low‐
affinity sulfate transporter ( SULTR2;1 ) target. Sulfate deprivation also induces the high‐affinity sulfate
transporter gene ( SULTR12 ), allowing enhanced sulfate uptake.
Few studies about the relationships between sulfate, a plant nutrient, and aluminum, a toxic ion, are
available; hence, the molecular and physiological processes underpinning this interaction are poorly
understood. The Al‐sulfate interaction occurs in acidic soils, whereby relatively high concentrations of
trivalent toxic aluminum (Al3+) may hamper root growth, limiting uptake of nutrients, including sulfur
(S). On the other side, Al3+ may be detoxified by complexation with sulfate in the acid soil solution as
well as in the root‐cell vacuoles. In this review, we focus on recent insights into the mechanisms
governing plant responses to Al toxicity and its relationship with sulfur nutrition, emphasizing the role of
phytohormones, microRNAs, and ion transporters in higher plants. It is known that Al3+ disturbs gene
expression and enzymes involved in biosynthesis of S‐containing cysteine in root cells. On the other
hand, Al3+ may induce ethylene biosynthesis, enhance reactive oxygen species production, alter
phytohormone transport, trigger root growth inhibition and promote sulfate uptake under S deficiency.
MicroRNA395, regulated by both Al toxicity and sulfate deprivation, represses its low‐affinity Sulfate
Transporter 2;1 (SULTR2;1) target. In addition, sulfate deprivation induces High Affinity Sulfate
Transporters (HAST; SULTR1;2), improving sulfate uptake from low‐sulfate soil solutions. Identification
of new microRNAs and cloning of their target genes are necessary for a better understanding of the role
of molecular regulation of plant resistance to Al stress and sulfate deprivation.

Bao, Y.P., Guo, C.L., Wang, H., Lu, G.N., Yang, C.F., Chen, M.Q. and Dang, Z. (2017). Fe‐ and S‐
Metabolizing Microbial Communities Dominate an AMD‐Contaminated River Ecosystem and Play
Important Roles in Fe and S Cycling. Geomicrobiology Journal. 34(8): 695‐705.
Indigenous Fe‐ and S‐metabolizing bacteria play important roles both in the formation and the natural
attenuation of acid mine drainage (AMD). Due to its low pH and Fe‐S‐rich waters, a river located in the
Dabaoshan Mine area provides an ideal opportunity to study indigenous Fe‐ and S‐metabolizing
microbial communities and their roles in biogeochemical Fe and S cycling. In this work, water and
sediment samples were collected from the river for physicochemical, mineralogical, and microbiological
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analyses. Illumina MiSeq sequencing indicated higher species richness in the sediment than in the water.
Sequencing also found that Fe‐ and S‐metabolizing bacteria were the dominant microorganisms in the
heavily and moderately contaminated areas. Fe‐ and S‐metabolizing bacteria found in the water were
aerobes or facultative anaerobes, including Acidithiobacillus, Acidiphilium, Thiomonas, Gallionella, and
Leptospirillum. Fe‐ and S‐metabolizing bacteria found in the sediment belong to microaerobes,
facultative anaerobes, or obligatory anaerobes, including Acidithiobacillus, Sulfobacillus, Thiomonas,
Gallionella, Geobacter, Geothrix, and Clostridium. Among the dominant genera in the sediment,
Geobacter and Geothrix were rarely detected in AMD‐contaminated natural environments. Canonical
correspondence analysis indicated that pH, S, and Fe concentration gradients were the most important
factors in structuring the river microbial community. Moreover, a scheme explaining the biogeochemical
Fe and S cycling is advanced in light of the Fe and S species distribution and the identified Fe‐ and S‐
metabolizing bacteria.

Bao, Y.P., Guo, C.L., Lu, G.N., Yi, X.Y., Wang, H. and Dang, Z. (2018). Role of microbial activity in Fe(III)
hydroxysulfate mineral transformations in an acid mine drainage‐impacted site from the Dabaoshan
Mine. Science of Total Environment. 616: 647‐657.
Fe(III) hydroxysulfate minerals are secondary minerals commonly found in acid mine drainage (AMD)
sites and have a major impact on water and soil quality in these environments. While previous studies
showed that the Fe(III) hydroxysulfate mineral transformation could be mediated by some bacterial
strains under laboratory conditions, the role of indigenous microbial activity in Fe(III) hydroxysulfate
mineral transformation in natural environment has received little attention. In this study, microcosms
were constructed with AMD‐affected river water and sediment from the Dabaoshan Mine that was
either left unamended or enriched with nutrients (lactate, nitrogen, and phosphorus (LNP)) and
biosynthetic minerals (schwertmannite or jarosite). The results show that microbial activity played a
decisive role in the mineralogical transformation of schwertmannite/jarosite in the AMD‐contaminated
site when organic carbon was available. The accumulation of Fe(II) and sulfide in microcosms amended
with LNP indicates that schwertmannite/jarosite transformation is mediated by microbial reduction.
XRD, SEM and FTIR analyses suggest that schwertmannite was completely transformed to goethite in
the Sch‐LNP microcosms at the end of their incubation. Jarosite in the Jar‐LNP microcosms was also
transformed to goethite, but at a much slower rate than schwertmannite. Bacterial community analysis
reveals that the stimulated indigenous bacteria promote the mineralogical transformation of
schwertmannite/jarosite. Most of these bacteria, including Geobacter, Desulfosporosinus, Geothrix,
Desulfurispora, Desulfovibrio, and Anaeromyxobacter, are known to reduce iron and/or sulfate. The
mineralogical transformation of schwertmannite and jarosite exerts significant control on the
geochemistry of AMD‐contaminated systems.

Beucher, A., Adhikari, K., Breuning‐Madsen, H., Greve, M.B., Osterholm, P., Frojdo, S., Jensen, N.H.
and Greve, M.H. (2017). Mapping potential acid sulfate soils in Denmark using legacy data and LiDAR‐
based derivatives. Geoderma. 308: 363‐372.
Leaching large amounts of acidity and metals into recipient watercourses and estuaries, acid sulfate (as.)
soils constitute a substantial environmental issue worldwide. Mapping of these soils enables measures
to be taken to prevent pollution in high risk areas. In Denmark, legislation prohibits drainage of areas
classified as potential a.s. soils without prior permission from environmental authorities. The mapping of
these soils was first conducted in the 1980's. Wetlands, in which Danish potential a.s. soils mostly occur,
were targeted and the soils were surveyed through conventional mapping. In this study, a probability
map for potential a.s. soil occurrence was constructed for the wetlands located in Jutland, Denmark (c.
6500 km(2)), using the digital soil mapping (DSM) approach. Among the variety of available DSM
techniques, artificial neural networks (ANNs) were selected. More than 8000 existing soil observations
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and 16 environmental variables, including geology, landscape type, land use and terrain parameters,
were available as input data within the modeling. Prediction models based on various network
topologies were assessed for different selections of soil observations and combinations of
environmental variables. The overall prediction accuracy based on a 30% hold‐back validation data
reached 70%. Furthermore, the conventional map indicated 32% of the study area (c. 2100 km(2)) as
having a high frequency for potential a.s. soils while the digital map displayed about 46% (.c. 3000
km(2)) as high probability areas for potential a.s. soil occurrence. ANNs, thus, demonstrated promising
predictive classification abilities for the mapping of potential a.s. soils on a large extent.

Carrero, S., Fernandez‐Martinez, A., Perez‐Lopez, R., Lee, D., Aquilanti, G., Poulain, A., Lozano, A. and
Nieto, J.M. (2017). The nanocrystalline structure of basaluminite, an aluminum hydroxide sulfate from
acid mine drainage. American Mineralogist. 102(12): 2381‐2389.
Basaluminite is a poorly crystalline aluminum hydroxysulfate that precipitates in waters affected by acid
mine drainage (AMD) and in acid sulfate soils (ASS). Its ability to sequester potentially toxic elements,
such as Cu and As, makes it an important component of these systems, with strong environmental
implications. Although it was initially described as a mineral, basaluminite is now considered a nanoscale
variety of felsobanyaite, a rare mineral. In the present study, chemical analyses of natural and synthetic
basaluminites are combined with data from advanced nanoscale characterization techniques such as
high‐energy X‐ray diffraction (HEXD) and their corresponding pair distribution function (PDF) analyses,
extended X‐ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), and solid‐state nuclear magnetic resonance (ssNMR)
spectroscopy. X‐ray scattering data are analyzed with reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) modeling to obtain an
atomistic representation of the disorder presents in this nanomineral. Sulfur K‐edge EXAFS results show
that sulfate is coordinated to the aluminum‐octahedral framework of basaluminite mainly through
outer‐sphere ligands, though the existence of inner‐sphere ligands seems to be significant in synthetic
samples. PDF analyses show that both synthetic and natural basaluminites have identical short‐range
order, with similar to 1.2 nm coherent domain size, and share structural characteristics with
felsobanyaite. Interestingly, Al‐27 ssNMR reveals the presence of, respectively, similar to 1 and 5% of
tetrahedral and pentahedral coordinations. RMC models of basaluminite highlight the presence of
structural point defects. The understanding of this nanocrystalline character has important implications
in terms of the reactivity of this nanomineral in AMD and ASS. The lack of correlation between the
spatial and temporal occurrence of basaluminite and felsobanyaite suggests that the similarities
between both mineral structures could be fortuitous, and highlights the need for a re‐evaluation of the
status of basaluminite as a nanomineral.

Chen, C., Huang, K., Xie, W.Y., Chen, S.H., Tang, Z. and Zhao, F.J. (2017). Microbial Processes Mediating
the Evolution of Methylarsine Gases from Dimethylarsenate in Paddy Soils. Environmental Science and
Technology. 51(22): 13190‐13198.
Arsenic (As) biovolatilization is an important component of the global As biogeochemical cycle. Soils can
emit various methylarsine gases, but the underlying microbial processes remain unclear. Here, we show
that the addition of molybdate (Mo), an inhibitor of sulfate‐reducing bacteria, greatly enhanced
dimethylarsine evolution from dimethylarsenate [DMAs(V)] added to two paddy soils. Molybdate
addition significantly affected the microbial community structure. The aerobic enrichment cultures from
both soils volatilized substantial amounts of dimethylarsine from DMAs(V) in the presence of Mo,
whereas the anaerobic enrichment cultures did not. A Bacillus strain (CZ‐2) capable of reducing DMAs(V)
to dimethylarsine was isolated from the aerobic enrichment culture, and its volatilization ability was
enhanced by Mo. RNA‐seq analysis identified 10 reductase genes upregulated by Mo. Addition of the
reducing agent NADH increased dimethylarsine volatilization by strain CZ‐2, suggesting that DMAs(V)
reductase is an NADH‐dependent enzyme. The strain could not methylate arsenite or convert
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monomethylarsenate and DMAs(V) to trimethylarsine. Our results show that dimethylarsine evolution
from DMAs(V) is independent of the As methylation pathway and that Mo enhances dimethylarsine
evolution from paddy soils by shifting the microbial community structure and enhancing the reduction
of DMAs(V) to dimethylarsine, possibly through upregulating the expression of DMAs(V) reductase
gene(s).

Chidthaisong, A., Cha‐un, N., Rossopa, B., Buddaboon, C., Kunuthai, C., Sriphirom, P., Towprayoon, S.,
Tokida, T., Padre, A.T. and Minamikawa, K. (2018). Evaluating the effects of alternate wetting and
drying (AWD) on methane and nitrous oxide emissions from a paddy field in Thailand. Soil Science and
Nutrition. 64(1): 31‐38.
Alternate wetting and drying (AWD) is a water‐saving irrigation technique in a paddy field that can
reduce the emission of methane, a potent greenhouse gas (GHG). It is being adopted to Asian countries,
but different results are reported in literatures on methane, nitrous oxide emission, and rice
productivity under AWD. Therefore, the local feasibility needs to be investigated before its adoption by
farmers. The current study carried out a 3‐year experiment in an acid sulfate paddy field in Prachin Buri,
Thailand. During five crops (3 dry and 2 wet seasons), three treatments of water management were
compared: continuous flooding (CF), flooding whenever surface water level declined to 15 cm below the
soil surface (AWD), and site‐specific AWD (AWDS) that weakened the criteria of soil drying (AWDS).
Methane and nitrous oxide emissions were measured by a closed chamber method. Rice grain yield did
not significantly (p<0.05) differ among the three treatments. The amount of total water use (irrigation +
rainfall) was significantly reduced by AWD (by 42%) and AWDS (by 34%) compared to CF. There was a
significant effect of treatment on the seasonal total methane emission; the mean methane emission in
AWD was 49% smaller than that in CF. The seasonal total nitrous oxide emission and the global warming
potential (GWP) of methane and nitrous oxide did not differ among treatments. The contribution of
nitrous oxide to the GWP ranged 39‐62% among three treatments in dry season whereas 3‐13% in wet
season. The results indicate that AWD is feasible in terms of GHG emission mitigation, rice productivity,
and water saving in this site, especially in dry season.

Ehlert, K., Mikutta, C., Jin, Y. and Kretzschmar, R. (2018). Mineralogical Controls on the Bioaccessibility
of Arsenic in Fe(III)‐As(V) Coprecipitates. Environmental Science and Technology. 52(2): 616‐627.
X‐ray amorphous Fe(III)‐As(V) coprecipitates are common initial products of oxidative As‐ and Fe‐bearing
sulfide weathering, and often control As solubility in mine wastes or mining‐impacted soils. The
formation conditions of these solids may exert a major control on their mineralogical composition and,
hence, As release in the gastric tract of humans after incidental ingestion of As‐contaminated soil. Here,
we synthesized a set of 35 Fe(III)‐As(V) coprecipitates as a function of pH (1.5‐8) and initial molar Fe/As
ratio (0.8‐8.0). The solids were characterized by synchrotron X‐ray diffraction, FT‐IR spectroscopy, and
electrophoretic mobility measurements, and their As bioaccessibility (BA(As)) was evaluated using the
gastric‐phase Solubility/Bioavailability Research Consortium in vitro assay (SBRC‐G). The coprecipitates
contained 1.01‐4.51 mol kg(‐1) As (molar Fe/As‐solid: 1.00‐8.29) and comprised varying proportions of
X‐ray amorphous hydrous ferric arsenates (HFA(am)) and As(V)‐adsorbed ferrihydrite. HFA(am) was
detected up to pH 6 and its fraction decreased with increasing pH and molar Fe/As ratio. Bioaccessible
As ranged from 2.9 to 7.3% of total As ((x) over bar = 4.8%). The BA(As) of coprecipitates formed at pH =
4 was highest at formation pH 3 and <= 4 and controlled by the intrinsically high solubility of the
HFA(am) component, possibly enhanced by sorbed sulfate. In contrast, the BAAs of coprecipitates
dominated by As(V)‐adsorbed ferrihydrite was much lower and controlled by As readsorption and/or
surface precipitation in the gastric fluid. Bioaccessible As increased up to 95% with increasing liquid‐to‐
solid ratio, indicating an enhanced solubility of these solids due to interactions between Fe and the
glycine buffer. We conclude (i) that natural Fe(III)‐As(V) coprecipitates exhibit a particularly high
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solubility in the human gastric tract when formed at pH similar to 3‐4 in the presence of sulfate, and (ii)
that the in vitro bioaccessibility of As in Fe(III)‐As(V) coprecipitates as assessed by tbe SBRC‐G assay
depends critically on their solid‐phase concentration in As‐contaminated soil and mine‐waste materials.

Falk, N., Chaganti, S.R. and Weisener, C.G. (2018). Evaluating the microbial community and gene
regulation involved in crystallization kinetics of ZnS formation in reduced environments. Geochemica
et Cosmochimica Acta. 220: 201‐216.
In anoxic environments, sulfate‐reducing bacteria (SRB) may precipitate sparingly‐soluble, fine‐grained
sulfides as by‐products of dissimilatory sulfate reduction. This bio‐mechanism lends importance to acid
rock drainage (ARD) remediation efforts for its ability to immobilize harmful metals from contaminant
pathways, including Zn. However, SRB often coexist alongside multiple bacterial guilds in these
environments, and may be sustained or hindered by the activities and metabolic by‐products of their
cohorts, driven by the commonly available substrates. Thus, the effectiveness of onset sulfate reduction
and resultant metal‐sulfide generation in ARD treatment can be enhanced by unravelling the
complexities associated with these interactions. This research used material sourced from a passive
bioreactor system located at the Stockton Coal Mine, New Zealand to investigate SRB activity and
associated community function. RNA sequencing showed spore‐forming Desulfitobacterium and
Desulfotomaculum as the dominant SRB enriched from the reduced zone of the bioreactor.
Metatranscriptomic analysis revealed acetogenic bacteria as syntrophic partners in substrate availability
and Pseudomonas as metal‐resistant community members. ZnS precipitates were observed by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) in short‐term batch enrichments as well as long‐term raw bioreactor
material, with observed differences in mineral arrangement indicative of different nucleation scenarios.
Syntrophy, metal response mechanisms, and the capacity for sporulation were observed as key
microbial functions in mine waste reclamation settings. Here, Zn and S mass balance calculations
coupled with RNA sequence data and microscopy illuminated favourable physicochemical and biological
conditions for early metal sulfide precipitation in passive treatment systems for ARD and highlight the
advantages of linking both lab and field‐scale studies.

Fanning, D.S., Rabenhorst, M.C. and Fitzpatrick, R.W. (2017).Historical developments in the
understanding of acid sulfate soils. Geoderma. 308: 191‐206.
Literature about the historical and current recognition of kinds, names and classification for, overall
processes (sulfidization and sulfuricization) that form and conditions that induce the formation of
potential, active and post‐active acid sulfate soils are reviewed to set the stage for papers presented
elsewhere in this special issue of Geoderma that contains some of the papers presented at the Eighth
International Acid Sulfate Soils Conference held at the University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA,
July 17‐23, 2016. Mention is made and examples cited of environmental problems such as AMD (acid
mine drainage) and ARD (acid rock drainage), fish kills in waters receiving drainage from acid sulfate
soils, even from ones considered post‐active, and special land reclamation and management practices to
produce crops on land disturbed (often deeply) by humans (including engineers poorly educated about
acid sulfate soils) or by natural causes (sea level rise or fall, or extreme drought, such as the recent
"Millennium Drought" in the Murray‐Darling Basin of Australia. The global distribution of acid sulfate
soils is considered, recognizing that post‐active ones are extensive, with many likely currently
unrecognized, although features in some of them, such as silcrete and ferricrete, likely owe their origin
to acid sulfate weathering phenomena. Most coastal subaqueous soils are influenced by sulfidization
and constitute sulfidic materials that if dredged and deposited in upland disposal areas become exposed
to aerobic conditions and are likely to give rise to active acid sulfate soils with sulfuric horizons.
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Farhana, J.A., Shamshuddin, J., Fauziah, C.I., Husni, M.H.A. and Panhwar, Q.A. (2017). Enhancing the
fertility of an acid sulfate soil for rice cultivation using lime in combination with bio‐organic fertilizer.
Pakistan Journal of Botany. 49(5): 1867‐1875.
The acid sulfate soils contain pyrite (FeS2) which is due to oxidation results in the production of high
amount of acidity, aluminum and iron significantly affecting rice growth. A glasshouse study was
arranged to determine the effect of ground magnesium limestone (GML) in combination with bio‐
organic fertilizer (JITU (TM)) application on the chemical properties of soils and rice yield. Three rice
seedlings were transplanted in pots which were previously amended with 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 t/ha GML with
or without bio‐organic fertilizer. The common rice varieties (MR 219 and MR 253) were cultivated for
two seasons in the same pots. The critical Fe2+ and Al3+ activities for MR 219 were 14.45 and 4.23 mu
M, while for MR 253 were 7.45 and 5.53 mu M, respectively. However, without applying the
amendments, rice grown on the soils was affected severely by the high acidity (Fe2+ and Al3+ toxicity).
The soil pH increased to 5 and the higher grain yield of MR 219 (99.77 and 121.38 g/pot) and MR253
(98.63 and 112.60 g/pot) was in first and second season with the application of 2 t GML application
combined with 0.25 t JITU (TM)/ha respectively. In addition, 1000 grain weight, number of panicle,
number of spikelets panicle(‐1) and the percentage of filled spikelet, were also higher than without the
soil amendments. Hence, the infertility of acid sulfate soils for sustainable rice cultivation in Malaysia
can be improved by applying 2 t GML/ha combined with 0.25 t JITU (TM)/ha for two seasons in long run.

Fernando, G.W.A.R., Liyanage, P.L.C.L., Rajapaksha, A.U. and Vithanage, M. (2017). Medical geology of
endemic goiter in Kalutara, Sri Lanka; distribution and possible causes. Environmental Geochemistry
and Health. 39(6): 1501‐1511. Special Issue.
This study assesses the distribution of goiter in the Kalutara District, Sri Lanka in order to find causative
factors for the occurrence of goiter even after the salt iodization. A questionnaire survey was conducted
at the household level and at the same time iodine and selenium levels of the water sources were
analyzed. Questionnaire survey results indicated the highest numbers of goiter patients in the northern
part where the lowest were found in the southern sector which may be due to the presence of acid
sulfate soils. Females were more susceptible and it even showed a transmittance between generations.
Average iodine concentrations in subsurface water of goiter endemic regions are 28.25 +/‐ 15.47 mu g/L
whereas non‐goiter regions show identical values at 24.74 +/‐ 18.29 mu g/L. Surface water exhibited
relatively high values at 30.87 +/‐ 16.13 mu g/L. Endemic goiter was reported in some isolated patches
where iodine and selenium concentrations low, latter was < 10 mu g/L. The formation of acid sulfate
soils in the marshy lands in Kalutara district may lead to transformation of biological available iodine
oxidation into volatile iodine by humic substances, at the same time organic matter rich peaty soil may
have strong held of iodine and selenium which again induced by low pH and high temperature were
suggested as the instrumental factors in the endemic goiter in Kalutara district. Hence, geochemical
features such as soil pH, organic matter and thick lateritic cap in the Kalutara goiter endemic area play a
role in controlling the available selenium and iodine for food chain through plant uptake and in water.

Fitzpatrick, R.W., Mosley, L.M., Raven, M.D. and Shand, P. (2017). Schwertmannite formation and
properties in acidic drain environments following exposure and oxidation of acid sulfate soils in
irrigation areas during extreme drought. Geoderma. 308: 235‐251.
This paper describes the occurrences, mineralogical assemblages and environmental relevance of iron‐
rich precipitates derived from acidic (pH < 4) waters containing dominantly schwertmannite from a
diverse range of six physical settings across the Lower Murray Reclaimed Irrigation Area (LMRIA) in
Australia, comprising: (1) suspended flocculated precipitates in ponded drain water, (2) moist coatings
or pastes in drying ponds and drains, (3) hard cemented crusts and aggregates amongst Phragmites
roots and stems, (4) dry coatings on concrete and wooden structures, (5) dry coatings on surface soils
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and vegetation and (6) suspended flocculated precipitates in the mixing zone of drain discharge into the
River Murray. Schwertmannite formed in these acid drain environments following exposure and
oxidation of deep (similar to 0.5 ‐> 3.5 m) clayey hypersulfidic material (pH > 4) that dried, cracked and
acidified to form deep sulfuric materials (pH < 4) due to river and groundwater levels falling by nearly 2
m during the latter part of the Millennium Drought (2007 to 2010). Reflooding events occurred between
2011 and 2015. All samples displayed X‐ray diffraction (XRD) patterns typical for schwertmannite. In
some samples, additional weak reflections from small amounts of jarosite, natrojarosite, gypsum,
hexahydrite, konyaite and halite indicated deposition under variable pH conditions and sulfate
concentrations due to different flow or evaporation stages. SEM images indicated that morphological
and compositional features of schwertmannite were dominated by: (1) framboid‐like spheroidal clusters
with Fe/S ratio > 5 that were preserved after crystallization and likely formed by dissolution of pyrite
and microbial oxidation of Fe2+ by acidophilic bacteria and (2) fibrous spheres (0.3‐3 mu m) with
filamentous morphology and a high degree of porosity. Speciation calculations (PHREEQC) using the
dissolved metal and major ion concentrations in drain waters supported the XRD results as the
saturation index (SI) exceeded zero for schwertmannite in many drains. The precipitates contained high
concentrations of metals (Al > Cu > As > Zn > Pb > Co) and nutrients (e.g. P) due to co‐
precipitation/scavenging of these elements during the formation of schwertmannite. There was also
spatial variability in concentrations of metal (loids) in precipitates between drains. A conceptual model
explains and summarizes the morphological properties, mineralogy, geochemistry and environmental
processes influencing the formation and relative stabilities of schwertmannite‐rich precipitates from six
diverse physical settings. The environmental relevance, which has significant implications for
rehabilitation options is shown in three perspectives: (1) the conditions for schwertmannite formation
have persisted in irrigation drains for over 7 years, (2) the ability for schwertmanniterich precipitates to
reveal acid sulfate conditions and therefore act as a mineralogical indicator in irrigation systems and (3)
the pollution potential of metals and metalloids scavenged by schwertmannite‐rich precipitates.

Fitzpatrick, R.W., Shand, P. and Mosley, L.M. (2017). Acid sulfate soil evolution models and pedogenic
pathways during drought and reflooding cycles in irrigated areas and adjacent natural wetlands.
Geoderma. 308: 270‐290.
The severe Millennium Drought (2007‐2010) left an area of over 5000 ha in the Lower Murray River
(South Australia) dried, cracked and acidified as river and groundwater levels fell nearly 2 m. In this
study, we examined irrigated agricultural areas and an adjacent natural wetland for comparison, which
were both affected by the drought. Approximately 3 m deep soil cores were collected along transects in
three sections of the Lower Murray Reclaimed Irrigation Area (LMRIA) on multiple occasions between
2011 and 2015 and an adjacent natural wetland in 2007. Soil properties measured included pH, reduced
inorganic sulfur (RIS, pyrite), titratable actual acidity (TAA), retained acidity, acid neutralising capacity
(ANC), X‐ray diffraction analyses and scanning electron microscopy. A series of explanatory soil‐regolith
hydro‐toposequence models were developed during the pre‐drought period, drying period, and
subsequent wetting/reflooding post‐drought period. These models indicate that prior, to draining of the
natural wetlands for irrigated agriculture the region cycled between wetting and flushing, and partial
drying conditions in response to seasonal and climatic cycles causing the build‐up of hypersulfidic
material to be kept in check by oxidation of pyrite during dry periods/droughts and removal during
scouring floods. As the region became managed for navigation and irrigation by installing barrages and
locks, pyrite began to build‐up. The extreme lowering of the water table during the Millennium Drought
resulted in deep oxidation of sulfides in anaerobic hypersulfidic material to depths > 3.5 m in the
previously saturated irrigated pastures and within 50 cm of the soil surface in the natural wetlands.
Oxidation and acidification between 0.5 and 3.5 m of Hypersulfidic clayey soils was enhanced by the
formation of large cracks up to 3.5 m deep. Rewetting and flooding after the drought caused
mobilization of sulfuric acid, soluble sulfates, ferrous iron, nutrients and metals with transport into the
River Murray. Our findings highlight that irrigated areas formed deeper sulfuric materials (> 3.5 m) than
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in adjacent natural wetlands (< 1 m) due to the difficulties in the management of water tables in
irrigation areas because of the installation of high levee banks and deep drains. Maintaining water tables
on agricultural soils via irrigation and subsequent drainage will promote the rapid formation of deep (>
3.5 m) acid sulfate soils with sulfuric material containing extensive retained acidity (jarosite), which can
persist for decades or longer.

Huang, W.H., Dong, C.D., Chen, C.W., Surampalli, R.Y. and Kao, C.M. (2017). Application of sulfate
reduction mechanisms for the simultaneous bioremediation of toluene and copper contaminated
groundwater. International Biodeterioration and Biodegredation. 124: 215‐222.
Groundwater at many industrial polluted sites is usually contaminated by complex contaminants
including petroleum hydrocarbons and heavy metals. In this study, the effectiveness of sulfate‐reducing
mechanisms on toluene and copper contaminated groundwater cleanup was evaluated in microcosm
experiments. Sulfate was supplied into microcosms containing toluene (17.5 mg/L) and copper (12
mg/L) contaminated groundwater to activate the sulfate reducing process. The inocula used in the
microcosms contained petroleum‐hydrocarbon contaminated soils and sludge collected from an
anaerobic basin of a wastewater treatment facility. Approximately 99% of toluene and copper could be
removed during the 40‐day operational period with the decay rates of 0.19 and 0.12 1/d, respectively.
Under sulfate‐reducing mechanisms, toluene could be biodegraded and a consumption of 0.105 g/L. of
sulfate was observed. Copper removal (dropped to below 0.1 mg/L) was due to the bioprecipitation
mechanisms, which could be confirmed by the occurrence of sulfate reduction mechanisms (sulfide
increased from 8.6 to 686 mu g/L) and copper sulfide formation. Increased hydrogen sulfide
concentrations also resulted in the inhibition of microbial growth. Dominant bacterial species and
microbial communities were characterized by molecular biological technologies. A total of 12 dominant
sulfate‐reducing bacteria and petroleum hydrocarbon degraders were detected. Results show that
simultaneous toluene and copper removal could be achieved via the sulfate reduction and heavy metal
bioprecipitation mechanisms. Sulfate reduction became the predominant biodegradation mechanism
after sulfate supplement under anaerobic conditions. Results from this study can be applied to develop
a cost‐effective bioremedial system to cleanup heavy‐metal and petroleum‐hydrocarbon polluted
groundwater.

Indraratna, B., Pathirage, P.U. and Banasiak, L.J. (2017). Remediation of acidic groundwater by way of
permeable reactive barrier. Environmental Geotechnics. 4(4): 284‐298.
A permeable reactive barrier (PRB) was installed in the Shoalhaven Floodplain about 100 km south of
Sydney (Australia), where acidic groundwater generation from pyritic soil poses a severe environmental
and socioeconomic problem. Recycled concrete aggregates were a promising source of alkalinity‐
generating material and adopted as the reactive media for this PRB. The current study simulates the
performance of the PRB through coupling geochemical reactions involved with recycled concrete and
acidic groundwater with geohydraulics (transient groundwater flows). This is the first such attempt
made for time‐dependent modelling and performance verification of a PRB located in acid sulfate soil
(ASS) terrain. The developed model describes the chemical clogging due to mineral precipitates and the
associated reductions in porosity and hydraulic conductivity of the reactive medium. The governing
equations of the model were incorporated into commercial software, MODFLOW and RT3D. The field
results are in favourable agreement with the model predictions, confirming that the reduction in
hydraulic conductivity due to mineral precipitation occurs predominantly at the entrance zone of the
PRB and insignificantly in the middle and exit zones after 7 years of operation. Mineralogical analysis
undertaken on sample specimens from the PRB also confirms that clogging is minimal at the entrance
zone.
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Job, T., Penny, D. and Hua, Q. (2018). Metal enrichment in estuarine sediments proximal to acid
sulfate soils as a novel palaeodrought proxy. Science of the Total Environment. 612: 247‐256.
Persistent drought over eastern Australia at the turn of the last millennium reduced stream flow in
Australia's largest and most economically important drainage basin. Low water levels in the basin's
terminal lakes triggered widespread pyrite oxidation, which altered surface water chemistry and
released metals into the environment. The frequency of these events, and the links between drought
and acid sulfate soil activation, are not known because the historical and instrumental records are short.
Here, we present a Holocene‐aged record of trace metal enrichment from Lake Albert‐part of the
terminal Lower Lakes system of the Murray‐Darling Basin, Australia‐that demonstrates the potential of
trace elements mobilised during acidification events for palaeodrought reconstructions.
Symptomatic metals were measured from a core of clayey sediment to form a multi‐element
assemblage that reveals acidification events in the geological past. Correlation with regional climate
proxies suggests that climate forcing is significant in driving metal flux to estuarine sinks in acid sulfate
soil rich landscapes, although the intensity of a drought is not the only variable responsible for
acidification intensity. The constructed record indicates that regional climate moved from a generally
humid climate phase with intermittent droughts, to a more arid climate at similar to 5.2 ka which
prevailed until similar to 1.7 ka. Following conditions were relatively wet with low climatic variability
through till European Settlement. Enrichment is observed coincident with both the 1982‐83 drought and
Millennium Drought, the latter of which reaching an intensity unsurpassed in the last similar to 4.8 ka,
likely a product of anthropogenic changes to the Lower Murray‐Darling Basin system.

Karimian, N., Johnston, S.G. and Burton, E.D. (2018). Antimony and arsenic partitioning during Fe2+‐
induced transformation of jarosite under acidic conditions. Chemosphere. 195: 515‐523
Jarosite [KFe3(SO4)(2)(OH)(6)] is considered a potent scavenger for arsenic (As) and antimony (Sb) under
oxidizing conditions. Fluctuations in water levels in re‐flooded acid sulfate soils (ASS) can lead to high Fe‐
(aq)(2+) concentrations (similar to 10‐20 mM) in the soil solution under acidic to circumneutral pH
conditions. This may create favorable conditions for the Fe2+‐induced transformation of jarosite. In this
study, synthetic arsenate [As(V)]/antimonate [Sb(V)]‐bearing jarosite was subjected to Fe‐(aq)(2+) (20
mM) at pH 4.0 and 5.5 for 24 h to simulate the pH and Fe‐(aq)(2+) conditions of re‐flooded freshwater
ASS/acid mine drainage (AMD)‐affected environments at early and mid‐stages of remediation,
respectively. The addition of Fe2+ at pH 5.5 resulted in the formation of a metastable green rust sulfate
(GR‐SO4) phase within similar to 60 min, which was replaced by goethite within 24 h. In contrast, at pH
4.0, jarosite underwent no significant mineralogical transformation. Although the addition of Fe‐(aq)(2+)
induced the dissolution/transformation of jarosite at pH 5.5 and increased the mobility of Sb during the
initial stages of the experiment (Sb‐(aq) = similar to 0.05 mu mol L‐1), formation of metastable green
rust (GR‐SO4) and subsequent transformation to goethite effectively sequestered dissolved Sb. Aqueous
concentrations of As remained negligible in both pH treatments, with As being mostly repartitioned to
the labile (similar to 10%) and poorly crystalline Fe(III)‐associated phases (similar to 10‐30%). The results
imply that, under moderately acidic conditions (i.e. pH 5.5), reaction of Fe‐(aq)(2+) with jarosite can
drive the dissolution of jarosite and increase Sb mobility prior to the formation of GR‐SO4 and goethite.
In addition, repartitioning of As to the labile fractions at pH 5.5 may enhance the risk of its mobilisation
during future mineral transformation processes in Fe2+‐rich systems.
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Khorasanipour, M. and Jafari, Z. (2018). Environmental geochemistry of rare earth elements in Cu‐
porphyry mine tailings in the semiarid climate conditions of Sarcheshmeh mine in southeastern Iran.
Chemical Geology. 477: 58‐72.
Sarcheshmeh mine is one of the largest Oligo‐Miocene porphyry Cu deposits in the world. It is located in
the Kerman Cenozoic magmatic arc in southeastern Iran. This paper discusses the geo‐environmental
behavior of rare earth elements (REEs) in the Sarcheshmeh dammed tailing pond, situated in semiarid
climate. For this purpose, solid and water samples were collected to consider: (1) weathering/oxidation
reactions and upward migration of soluble elements; (2) super‐saturation and formation/dissolution of
the secondary evaporative phases; (3) hydro‐geochemical changes of the surface and groundwater
resources; (4) flotation of the Cu‐sulfide ore and tailing management strategies. The mean values of the
Sigma REEs for fresh and weathered tailings and the evaporative phases were 113.0, 103.7 and 74.6
mg/kg, respectively. When compared with the fresh and weathered tailings, the evaporative phases
showed significant enrichment of HREEs and a well‐depleted pattern of LREEs (except for that of Eu).
This geochemical pattern suggests a higher solubility and mobility potential of HREEs and Eu compared
with LREEs, resulting in good fractionation and enrichment of these elements in the surface evaporative
layer formed on top of the weathered tailings. The water samples showed a range of hydro‐geochemical
features under acidic (pH of 2.5 to 4.7), near neutral (pH of 6.4 to 7.9), alkaline (pH of 8 to 10) and highly
alkaline (pH > 10) conditions. The maximum concentration of REEs was observed in the acidic waters
produced by the weathered tailings after rainfall (SREEs of 489 to 1903 mu g/L). Although SREEs
decreased as the pH value increased, the general trend was compatible with the highest concentration
of HREEs rather than LREEs. The speciation calculations indicate that LnSO(4)(+), Ln(SO4)(2)(‐) and Ln(3+)
are the primary forms of dissolved REEs at acidic and near neutral pH and the dominant species was
LnSO(4)(+). LnCO(3)(+) (40.78%), Ln(CO3)(2)(‐)(31.68%) and LnSO(4)(+) (31.07%) were the dominant
species under alkaline conditions. At high alkaline pH, the speciation pattern changed to LnOH(2+)
(53.15%), Ln(CO3)(2)(‐) (44.88%) and LnCO(3)(+) (2.61%), where Ln denotes lanthanide. Based on the
results and considering previous works, it appears that ionic potential plays an important role in the
geo‐environmental behavior of REEs of adsorption tendency, mobility potential and ionic substitution.

Kolbl, A., Marschner, P., Fitzpatric, R., Mosley, L. and Kogel‐Knabner, I. (2017). Linking organic matter
composition in acid sulfate soils to pH recovery after re‐submerging. Geoderma.308: 350‐362.
When acid sulfate soils containing hypersulfidic material (pH > 4) dry, oxidation of pyrite causes strong
acidification with the formation of sulfuric material (pH < 4), which may release high concentrations of
metals and metalloids. Re‐submerging of sulfuric material can lead to re‐formation of pyrite and pH
increase to re‐form hypersulfidic and hyposulfidic materials due to the action of sulfate‐reducing
bacteria. However, low availability and/or low biodegradability of organic carbon (OC) may limit the
activity of sulfate reducers in re‐saturated sulfuric material. Our study investigated the content and
composition of OC with specific emphasis on the proportion of readily available, non mineral‐associated
OC. Samples were taken from a non‐acidifying pasture topsoil with hyposulfidic material and two re‐
submerged subsoils with hypersulfidic material derived from river sediments in South Australia. The
sites experienced drying at depths between 0.5 and 4.5 m with severe acidification (pH < 4) during the
Millennium drought from 2007 to early 2010. After re‐submerging, sulfuric material at one site
recovered to neutral pH values, whereas the other site remained acidic. Samples were analysed for total
OC content and the proportion of available, non mineral‐associated OC. Chemical composition of bulk
soil OC and available fractions was determined by solid‐state C‐13 NMR spectroscopy and neutral sugar
analyses. The OC composition of re‐submerged sulfuric material was generally characterised by small
proportions of easily degradable carbohydrates and proteins, but high proportions of hardly degradable
lignin and lipids. Lowest amounts of available OC fractions and lowest proportions of carbohydrates and
proteins were found in hypersulfidic material which is still acidic. This indicates that slow pH recovery
rates can be ascribed to low proportions of biodegradable OC. The OC composition can be explained by:
(I) sedimentation of organic materials which were already highly biodegraded during formation of river
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sediments, and (II) selective preservation of lignin and lipids due to permanent waterlogging. Thus, the
organic material is characteristic for wetlands, but hardly usable as substrate for microbes and may
retard sulfate reduction and pH neutralisation of re‐submerged sulfuric material.

Lehn, G.O., Jacobson, A.D., Douglas, T.A., McClelland, J.W., Barker, A.J. and Khosh, M.S. (2017).
Constraining seasonal active layer dynamics and chemical weathering reactions occurring in North
Slope Alaskan watersheds with major ion and isotope (delta S‐34(SO4), delta C‐13(DIC), Sr‐87/Sr‐86,
delta Ca‐44/40, and delta Ca‐44/42) measurements. Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta. 217: 399‐420.
Major ion ratios and delta(13) C‐DIC values point to the overall dominance of carbonate weathering by
carbonic and sulfuric acids, with additional influences from atmospheric deposition, plant decay, sulfate
salt dissolution, and silicate weathering by carbonic acid. delta(13) CDIC values may also reflect partial
equilibration with soil and atmospheric CO2. All streams display large seasonal variations in major ion
ratios and delta(13) C‐DIC values that are consistent with progressive deepening of the seasonally
thawed zone over the summer. In the mountain watersheds, carbonate weathering dominates during
the spring and summer, while sulfate salt (primarily CaSO4 and MgSO4) dissolution dominates during
the fall. Riverine delta S‐34(SO4) values reveal that the sulfate salts are secondary precipitates. We
propose a conceptual model where cryoconcentration in soils during the late fall and winter causes
secondary mineral formation at depth and re‐exposure during subsequent thaw seasons produces the
observed geochemical signals in rivers. The tundra streams lack definitive evidence for sulfate salt
dissolution, presumably because thick peat soils limit the exposure and weathering of underlying glacial
sediment where the salts are expected to form and dissolve. Appearance of a sulfate salt dissolution
signal in tundra streams may correlate with future permafrost degradation. Carbonate weathering
dominates riverine Sr‐87/(86) Sr ratios, but the compositional heterogeneity of bedrock limits
interpretation of the data. All rivers have higher delta(44/40) Ca values compared to bedrock, likely due
to plant uptake of lighter Ca isotopes. In the tundra watersheds, freshet delta(44/40) Ca values were
0.10‐0.20% lower than summer and fall values. These trends likely reflect contributions from plant
decay, as comparison between delta(44/40) Ca and delta(44/42) Ca values suggests that all isotopic
variation is mass‐dependent with minimal radiogenic Ca‐40 inputs from the weathering of old silicate
minerals with high K/Ca ratios.

Lewicki, J.L., Kelly, P.J., Bergfeld, D., Vaughan, R.G. and Lowenstern, J.B. (2017). Monitoring gas and
heat emissions at Norris Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park, USA based on a combined eddy
covariance and Multi‐GAS approach. Journal of Volcanology and Geothermal Research. 347: 312‐326.
We quantified gas and heat emissions in an acid‐sulfate, vapor‐dominated area (0.04‐km(2)) of Norris
Geyser Basin, located just north of the 0.63 Ma Yellowstone Caldera and near an area of anomalous
uplift. From 14 May to 3 October 2016, an eddy covariance system measured half‐hourly CO2, H2O and
sensible (H) and latent (LE) heat fluxes and a Multi‐GAS instrument measured (1 Hz frequency)
atmospheric H2O, CO2 and H2S volumetric mixing ratios. We also measured soil CO2 fluxes using the
accumulation chamber method and temperature profiles on a grid and collected fumarole gas samples
for geochemical analysis. Eddy covariance CO2 fluxes ranged from 56 to 885 g m(‐2) d(‐1). Using wavelet
analysis, average daily eddy covariance CO2 fluxes were locally correlated with average daily
environmental parameters on several‐day to monthly time scales. Estimates of CO2 emission rate from
the study area ranged from 8.6 t d(‐1) based on eddy covariance measurements to 9.8 t d(‐1) based on
accumulation chamber measurements. Eddy covariance water vapor fluxes ranged from 1178 to 24,600
g m(‐2) d(‐1). Nighttime H and LE were considered representative of hydrothermal heat fluxes and
ranged from 4 to 183 and 38 to 504 W m(‐2), respectively. The total hydrothermal heat emission rate (H
+ LE + radiant) estimated for the study area was 11.6 MW and LE contributed 69% of the output. The
mean standard deviation of H2O, CO2 and H2S mixing ratios measured by the Multi‐GAS system were 93
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+/‐ 3.1 parts per thousand, 467 +/‐ 61 ppmv, and 0.5 +/‐ 0.6 ppmv, respectively, and variations in the gas
compositions were strongly correlated with diurnal variations in environmental parameters (wind speed
and direction, atmospheric temperature). After removing ambient H2O and CO2, the observed
variations in the Multi‐GAS data could be explained by the mixing of relatively H2O‐CO2‐H2S‐rich
fumarole gases with CO2‐rich and H2O‐H2S‐poor soil gases. The fumarole H2O/CO2 and CO2/H2S end
member ratios (101.7 and 27.1, respectively, on average) were invariant during the measurement
period and fell within the range of values measured in direct fumarole gas samples. The soil gas
H2O/CO2 end member ratios (similar to 15‐30) were variable and low relative to the fumarole end
member, likely resulting from water vapor loss during cooling and condensation in the shallow
subsurface, whereas the CO2/H2S end member ratio was high (similar to 160), presumably related to
transport of CO2‐dominated soil gas emissions mixed with trace fumarolic emissions to the Multi‐GAS
station. Nighttime eddy covariance ratios of H2O to CO2 flux were typically between the soil gas and
fumarole end member H2O/CO2 ratios defined by Multi‐GAS measurements. Overall, the combined
eddy covariance and Multi‐GAS approach provides a powerful tool for quasi‐continuous measurements
of gas and heat emissions for improved volcano‐hydrothermal monitoring.

Liu, P.F., Pommerenke, B. and Conrad, R. (2018). Identification of Syntrophobacteraceae as major
acetate‐degrading sulfate reducing bacteria in Italian paddy soil. Environmental Microbiology. 20(1):
337‐354.
Methane is an important greenhouse gas and acetate is the most important intermediate (average 70%)
of the carbon flow to CH4 in paddy fields. Sulfate (e.g., gypsum) application can reduce CH4 emissions
up to 70%. However, the effect of gypsum application on acetate degradation and the microbial
communities involved are unclear. Therefore, we studied acetate‐dependent sulfate reduction in anoxic
microcosms of Italian rice paddy soil, combining profiling of 16S rRNA and dissimilatory sulfite reductase
(dsrB) genes and transcripts and rRNA based stable isotope probing (SIP) analysis. Methane production
was completely inhibited by gypsum in the absence of exogenous acetate. Amended acetate (either C‐
13 labelled or non‐labelled) was stoichiometrically coupled to sulfate reduction or CH4 production. With
methyl fluoride in the presence of sulfate, added propionate and butyrate were incompletely oxidized to
acetate, which transiently accumulated. After the depletion of propionate and butyrate the
accumulated acetate was rapidly consumed. The relative abundance of dsrB and 16S rRNA genes and
transcripts from Syntrophobacteraceae (Desulfovirga spp., Syntrophobacter spp. and unclassified
Syntrophobacteraceae) increased upon addition of gypsum and acetate. Simultaneously,
Syntrophobacteraceae affiliated species were significantly labelled with C‐13. In addition, minor groups
like Desulforhabdus spp., Desulfobacca spp. and Desulfotomaculum spp. substantially incorporated C‐13
into their nucleic acids. The relative abundance of Desulfovibrio spp. slightly increased upon gypsum
amendments. However, C‐13 labelling of Desulfovibrio spp. was only moderate. In summary,
Syntrophobacteraceae affiliated species were identified as the major acetotrophic sulfate reducers (SRB)
in Italian paddy soil. The identification of these SRB as dominant acetate degraders well explained the
scenarios of competition between SRB and acetoclastic methanogens as observed in rice paddy soil.

Lynch, S.F.L., Batty, L.C. and Byrne, P. (2017). Critical control of flooding and draining sequences on the
environmental risk of Zn‐contaminated riverbank sediments. Journal of Soils and Sediments. 17(11):
2691‐2707.
Diffuse pollution emanating from metal mining‐impacted sediment could serve as a barrier to achieving
European Union Water Framework Directive and US Clean Water Act requirements. UK climate
projections (UKCP09) predict increases in rainfall and aridity that will influence river stage alternately
exposing and submersing contaminated riverbank sediment. Research focuses on the environmental
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contaminant dissolved Zn and investigates patterns of release, key geochemical mechanisms controlling
Zn mobilisation and the environmental risk of sediment subjected to these perturbations.
Using two laboratory mesocosm experiments, metal mining‐contaminated sediment was subjected to
alternate wet and dry sequences of different duration and frequency. The first experiment was run to
determine the influence of submersion and exposure of contaminated sediment on releases of Zn and
to establish environmental risk. The second experiment utilised diffusional equilibration in thin film
(DET) to observe the patterns of Zn release, with depth, in the sediment. Pore water chemical analysis at
the sediment‐water interface enabled elucidation of key geochemical mechanisms of control of Zn
mobilisation.
Patterns of Zn release were found to be different, depending on the length of wet and dry period. High
concentrations of dissolved Zn were released at the start of a flood for runs with longer dry periods. A
buildup of soluble Zn sulphate minerals over long dry periods followed by dissolution on first flood
wetting was a key geochemical mechanism controlling Zn release. For longer wet runs, increases in
dissolved Mn and Zn were observed over the flood period. Key geochemical mechanisms controlling Zn
mobilisation for these runs were: (i) reductive dissolution of Mn (hydr)oxides and release of partitioned
Zn over prolonged flood periods followed by (ii) oxidation and precipitation of Mn (hydr)oxides and
sorption of Zn on exposure to atmospheric conditions.
Mesocosm experiments were a first step in understanding the effects of UK climate projections on the
riverbank environment. Contaminated sediment was found to pose a significant environmental risk in
response to hydrological perturbations. The 'transient' nature of dissolved Zn release could make
identifying the exact sources of pollution a challenge; therefore, further field studies are advised to
monitor contaminant releases under a range of hydrological conditions and account for complex
hydrology at mining sites.

Mahanta, P.L., Singh, A.K., Radhamani, R. and Rao, D.P. (2017). Determination of Total Sulfur and
Sulfate Sulfur D in Geological Materials of Rocks, Soils, and Sediments by ICP‐OES After Sample
Digestion Using Alkali Flux. Atomic Spectroscopy. 38(4): 99‐105.
Sulfur in geological materials is generally determined by an elemental analyzer or by wet chemical
methods (after fusion with alkali flux or acid digestion) viz. gravimetry, turbidimetry, and titrimetry. A
method has been developed for the determination of total sulfur and sulfate sulfur in rocks, soils, and
sediments by ICP‐OES. The samples are decomposed with potassium carbonate in the presence of MgO,
leached with water, acidified with perchloric acid, most of the salt is removed by filtration, and analyzed
for total sulfur by ICP‐OES. Another aliquot of sample is leached with HC1 for the determination of
sulfate sulfur. The quantity of flux and MgO, combinations of fluxes, temperature and duration for
fusion for complete attack and recovery was critically evaluated and optimized. The salt content of the
sample solution was reduced by precipitating potassium as perchlorate. Interference effects of the
matrix elements were investigated and the emission line of 181.978 nm was used for analysis under
nitrogen purging.
The method was validated by analyzing CRMs UTS‐1, UTS‐2, MA‐lb, DS‐1, RTS‐1, RTS2, RTS‐4 (CANMET,
Canada) and ASK ‐3 (Analytic Sporelement Komite, Scandinavia). The recoveries were > 95% for sulfur.
The RSD of the method was < 3% for n=10. The method is very simple, does not involve acid fuming or
require a special apparatus for sample decomposition.
Rising air temperatures in the Arctic may destabilize a large pool of organic carbon stored in permafrost,
thereby causing a positive feedback to global climate warming. Permafrost thaw could also deepen
hydrologic flow paths and expose previously frozen rock and mineral fragments to chemical weathering.
Future shifts in the inorganic solute geochemistry of Arctic rivers may signal changes in soil processes
that also affect organic carbon storage. Tracing permafrost thaw with dissolved riverine loads requires
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understanding the spatial and seasonal variation of chemical weathering reactions and other
biogeochemical phenomena that affect elemental mass‐transport. To help identify connections between
mineral weathering and active layer processes, we studied the major ion and isotope (delta(34) S‐SO4,
delta(13) C‐DIC, Sr‐87/Sr‐86, delta(44/40) Ca, and delta(44/42) Ca) geochemistry of fivestreams draining
the North Slope of Alaska. Continuous permafrost underlies all streams, but the Atigun River, Roche
Moutonnee Creek, and Trevor Creek primarily drain bare bedrock outcrops in the Brooks Range, while
the Upper Kuparuk River and Imnavait Creek primarily drain tundra. In total, we collected 546 water
samples spanning the spring freshet through fall freeze‐up in 2009 and 2010. We also analyzed snow,
rock, sediment, soil, and plant samples.

Mattback, S., Boman, A. and Osterholm, P. (2017). Hydrogeochemical impact of coarse‐grained post‐
glacial acid sulfate soil materials. Geoderma. 308: 291‐301.
Acid sulfate (a.s.) soils have long been under investigation in Finland due to their negative impact on the
environment. Earlier studies have mostly focused on fine‐grained (< 63 mu m) a.s. soil materials, but
acidification caused by coarse‐grained (>= 63 mu m) post‐glacial a.s. soil materials has recently gotten
more attention. Using a "let the soil speak for itself" incubation approach, we investigated six soil
profiles consisting of mostly coarse‐grained potential a.s. soil materials in a study area in western
Finland. Although the sulfur concentrations and acidities in the reduced sulfidic coarse‐grained parent
materials were significantly lower (10‐100 times) compared to fine‐grained a.s. soil materials, the pH‐
values were similar and well below 4.0 for most samples after a 16‐week (incubation) oxidation period.
The coarse‐grained materials also oxidized rapidly and displayed a fast drop in pH during the incubation.
This was most likely due to a poor buffering capacity caused by the low specific surface and a quartz‐
feldspathic mineralogy, which is likely to cause a rapid leaching of acidity. No actual a.s. soil materials
(pH < 4.0) were observed in the sampled soil profiles but are likely to occur within the study area; since
all, besides one, of the sampled soil profiles contained potential a.s. soil materials. Acidity and metal
problems were common in a nearby groundwater area utilized for drinking water, where Al, As, Cr, Co,
Fe, Mn and Ni concentrations were elevated at least 10 times over background median values. In
addition, oxidation of coarse‐grained a.s. soil materials appear to have caused the pH to decrease as low
as 3.4 in several sand pit lakes, formed by sand mining, where median levels of SO4, Al, Mn, Ni, Se and
Zn were elevated > 10 times over background concentrations. We suggest that there is a strong link
between the oxidation of coarse‐grained post‐glacial a.s. soil materials and a high acidity and elevated
metal concentrations in groundwater and sand pit lakes.

Mayer, K., Scheu, B.,Yilmaz, T.I., Montanaro, C., Gilg, H.A., Rott, S., Joseph, E.P. and Dingwell, D.B.
(2017). Phreatic activity and hydrothermal alteration in the Valley of Desolation, Dominica, Lesser
Antilles. Bulletin of Volcanology. 79(12): 82‐82.
Phreatic eruptions are possibly the most dramatic surface expressions of hydrothermal activity, and they
remain poorly understood. The near absence of precursory signals makes phreatic eruptions
unpredictable with respect to both time and magnitude. The Valley of Desolation (VoD), Dominica,
located close to the Boiling Lake, the second largest high‐temperature volcanic crater lake in the world,
hosts vigorous hydrothermal activity with hot springs, mud pools, fumaroles, and steaming ground. A
phreatic or phreatomagmatic eruption from this site is considered to be the most likely scenario for
future volcanic activity on Dominica. Yet there is little information regarding the trigger mechanisms and
eruption processes of explosive events at this active hydrothermal center, and only a very small number
of studies have investigated hydrothermal activity in the VoD. We therefore conducted two field
campaigns in the VoD to map hydrothermal activity and its surficial phenomena. We also investigated
alteration processes and their effects on degassing and phreatic eruption processes. We collected in situ
petrophysical properties of clayrich unconsolidated samples, and together with consolidated rock
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samples, we investigated the range of supergene and hydrothermal alteration in the laboratory. In
addition, we performed rapid decompression experiments on unconsolidated soil samples. Our results
show that alteration leads to an increasing abundance of clay minerals and a decrease in both strength
and permeability of the rocks. In the immediate vicinity of degassing acid‐sulfate fluids, advanced argillic
alteration yields a mineral zoning which is influenced by meteoric water. The water‐saturated basal zone
is dominated by kaolinite run 0whereas alunite formation is favored at and above the groundwater table
where atmospheric oxidation of H2S to H2SO4 occurs (e.g., steam‐heated alteration). Alteration effects
may in turn inhibit degassing at the surface, increasing the potential for pressurization in the subsurface
and thus lead to phreatic eruptions. Rapid decompression experiments, together with ballistic trajectory
calculations, constrain estimates of the conditions prior to the 1997 small‐scale phreatic event in the
VoD. The results presented here may serve as a contribution to the understanding of the hazard
potential of ongoing hydrothermal activity within the VoD. On a broader perspective, our results will
help evaluate hydrothermal activity in similar areas worldwide which might also have the potential for
phreatic eruptions, for instance Poas (Costa Rica) or Tongariro andWaimangu (New Zealand).

Michael, P.S., Fitzpatrick, R.W. and Reid, R.J. (2017). Effects of live wetland plant macrophytes on
acidification, redox potential and sulphate content in acid sulphate soils. Soil Use and Management.
33(3): 471‐481.
Unless properly managed, acid sulphate soils can exert a range of negative environmental impacts,
including soil acidification and mobilization of metals and metalloids. Incorporation of organic matter in
the form of plant mulches can substantially neutralize sulphuric soils and prevent the oxidation of
sulphidic soils. These positive effects of dead plants are largely mediated by bacterial reduction of
sulphates to sulphides, using the organic matter as a microbial nutrient source. However, very little is
known about the effects of live plants on acid sulphate soils. In this study, we compared pH, Eh and
sulphate content of sulphidic and sulphuric soils that were not planted (i.e. unplanted) with those soils
planted with the following three common wetland plants: Phragmites, Melaleuca and Typha. Each of
these plants is capable of growth in aerobic and flooded soils. In all our experiments, the presence of
plants correlated with an increase in soil acidification rather than neutralizing soil acidity when
compared to unplanted controls. The mechanism for this appears to be transport of oxygen down the
soil profile by aerenchymatous tissue formed in these species, and the release of oxygen into the
rhizosphere.

Moodley, I., Sheridan, C.M., Kappelmeyer, U. and Akci, A. (2017). Environmentally sustainable acid
mine drainage remediation: Research developments with a focus on waste/by‐products. Minerals
Engineering. In Press.
Acid mine drainage (AMD) is a major environmental problem and remains so despite the availability of a
vast array of remediation techniques and technologies. Many methods used to remediate AMD are
limited in implementation due to poor performance, design inaccuracies, difficult understanding of
functionality, high costs, usage of hazardous chemicals, depletion of natural resources and the
generation of further waste. As a result of these limitations, and due to the need for sustainability,
research is being conducted on the use of waste materials and by‐products from other industries, such
as the dairy, paper mill, steel mill, wine, tyre, seafood and even from AMD treatment itself, to remediate
AMD. Materials from these industries have been shown to reduce or eliminate some of the drawbacks
of conventional techniques and technologies such as lime neutralization, passivation, in‐situ biological
remediation, backfilling, waste‐heap covers, adsorption, constructed wetlands, desalination,
sulfidogenic bioreactors, anoxic limestone drains and permeable reactive barriers. This paper presents
an overview of AMD and discusses research developments into various waste materials or by‐products
from other industries that have been successfully applied in remediating AMD.
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Moon, E.M., Bush, R.T., Gibbs, D.H.M. and Mata, J.P. (2017). Divergent Fe and S mineralization
pathways during the oxidative transformation of greigite, Fe3S4. Chemical Geology. 468: 42‐48.
The iron sulfide mineral greigite, Fe3S4, has previously been identified in the surface layers of the
intertidal zone of a partially remediated acid sulfate soil wetland, representing an end‐member in an
iron sulfide mineralization pathway distinct from that of pyrite. The persistence of greigite is important
for the stability of the remediated landscape, but the response of greigite to periods of oxygenation (for
example, during a neap fide) is poorly understood. In this study, we employ X‐ray absorption
spectroscopy to identify the Fe and S speciation and mineralogy resulting from the oxidative
disintegration of synthetic greigite under physiochemical solution conditions consistent with a partially
remediated acid sulfate soil wetland. Results indicate divergent Fe and S mineralization pathways
culminating in elemental sulfur and iron (hyr)oxide minerals. No sulfate‐containing minerals were
identified, and under all conditions tested, residual greigite remains. The oxidation products, and the
presence of sulfur reducing bacteria, provide the right chemical environment for the reformation of
greigite during the sub‐oxic conditions of the rest of the tidal cycle. This likely explains the persistence of
greigite in the intertidal zone, and implies that the oxidation of greigite is not detrimental to the long
term stability of the acid sulfate soil remediation process.

Moqsud, M.A., Sato, K., Hasan, M., Yukio, N. and Omine, K. (2017). Seasonal variation of
contaminated geo‐environmental condition of Yamaguchi bay tidal flat, Japan. Regional Studies in
Marine Science. 10:27‐31.
In this study, the seasonal variation of geo‐environmental condition of Yamaguchi Bay tidal flat has been
studied. Yamaguchi bay is located at the south part of Yamaguchi prefecture and was famous for its
different kind of shells and other living creatures. However, a sharp declination of a catch of shells and
crabs have been observed in recent years. Particularly, the living creatures related to the tidal flat mud
have been suffered a damage. Recently, the horseshoe crabs which used to come onto shore to mate is
declining in Yamaguchi bay which is not good for the marine ecosystem of this area. The mud samples
were collected from the tidal flat area once in every month by using the tube sampler. Then the samples
were cut into specified layer and measured the different geo‐environmental parameters (acid volatile
sulfide, pH, loss on ignition, COD, Electrical conductivity) at the laboratory in each layer. It was observed
that the acid volatile sulfide (AVS) which is the most important parameter for the living condition of the
living creatures is over the safe limit (0.2 mg/g‐dry mud) during the summer. The other parameters such
as pH, LOI, have also significant variation in different seasons but they were still within the safe limit.
The COD value of the tidal mud also showed a significant variation during the summer and the winter.
However, the higher AVS value was one of the reasons for the declination of horseshoe crabs and other
living creature in the tidal flat of Yamaguchi bay, Japan.

Mosley, L.M., Biswas, T.K., Cook, F.J., Marschner, P., Palmer, D., Shand, P., Yuan, C. and Fitzpatrick,
R.W. (2017). Prolonged recovery of acid sulfate soils with sulfuric materials following severe drought:
causes and implications. Geoderma. 308: 312‐320.
Pyrite in acid sulfate soils can get oxidised during drought resulting in severe soil and water acidification
(pH <4). The frequency and severity of drought and flooding is increasing in many regions of the world
due to climate change but there has been limited research on the ability of acid sulfate soils to recover
from these events. We studied the recovery of heavy clay soils in the Lower Murray River (South
Australia) irrigated agricultural areas over a 5 year period (2011‐2015). The heavy clay acid sulfate soils
in this region dried, cracked and acidified due to river and groundwater levels falling by nearly 200 cm
during the 2007‐2010 severe "Millennium" drought followed by reflooding events between 2011 and
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2015. Approximately 300 cm deep soil cores were collected from three locations along a transect in
2011, 2012, 2013, and 2015. The soil properties measured were pH, reduced inorganic sulfur (RIS,
pyrite), titratable actual acidity (TAA), retained acidity, and acid neutralising capacity. Soil pH showed
very little change over the post‐drought period with a very acidic (pH 3.5‐4.5) layer at approximately
100‐225 cm depth in all three soil profiles. In this acidic layer there also were substantial amounts of
TAA (up to 200 mol H+ tonne(‐1) dry weight) and retained acidity (up to 70 mol H+ tonne(‐1) dry weight)
in the form of the Fe oxyhydroxy sulfate mineral jarosite. There was limited reformation of RIS. To assess
why the sulfuric material in the acid sulfate soils has not recovered post‐drought we conducted (i)
laboratory incubation experiments with and without organic matter amendment, and (ii) modelling of
the flushing of acidity from the soil due to irrigation, rainfall and drainage. Based on the field and
laboratory results the causes of slow recovery appear to be: (i) lack of available organic carbon and too
low a pH to enable microbial reduction reactions that generate alkalinity, ii) slow flushing of acidity due
to the low hydraulic conductivity in the heavy clay layers with the main zone of below the drain depth,
and (iii) slow dissolution of the sparingly soluble jarosite mineral, which is likely buffering the sub‐
surface soil layers at approximately pH 4. The implications are that acid sulfate soils with sulfuric
materials have long recovery times following droughts and impacts are likely to increase in the future.

Myrbo, A., Swain, E.B., Johnson, N.W., Engstrom, D.R., Pastor, J., Dewey, B., Monson, P., Brenner, J.,
Shore, M.D. and Peters, E.B. (2017). Increase in Nutrients, Mercury, and Methylmercury as a
Consequence of Elevated Sulfate Reduction to Sulfide in Experimental Wetland Mesocosms. Journal of
Geophysical Research Biogeosciences. 122(11): 2769‐2785.
Microbial sulfate reduction (MSR) in both freshwater and marine ecosystems is a pathway for the
decomposition of sedimentary organic matter (OM) after oxygen has been consumed. In experimental
freshwater wetland mesocosms, sulfate additions allowed MSR to mineralize OM that would not
otherwise have been decomposed. The mineralization of OM by MSR increased surface water
concentrations of ecologically important constituents of OM: dissolved inorganic carbon, dissolved
organic carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen, total mercury, and methylmercury. Increases in surface water
concentrations, except for methylmercury, were in proportion to cumulative sulfate reduction, which
was estimated by sulfate loss from the surface water into the sediments. Stoichiometric analysis shows
that the increases were less than would be predicted from ratios with carbon in sediment, indicating
that there are processes that limit P, N, and Hg mobilization to, or retention in, surface water. The
highest sulfate treatment produced high levels of sulfide that retarded the methylation of mercury but
simultaneously mobilized sedimentary inorganic mercury into surface water. As a result, the proportion
of mercury in the surface water as methylmercury peaked at intermediate pore water sulfide
concentrations. The mesocosms have a relatively high ratio of wall and sediment surfaces to the volume
of overlying water, perhaps enhancing the removal of nutrients and mercury to periphyton. The
presence of wild rice decreased sediment sulfide concentrations by 30%, which was most likely a result
of oxygen release from the wild rice roots. An additional consequence of the enhanced MSR was that
sulfate additions produced phytotoxic levels of sulfide in sediment pore water.
Plain Language Summary In the water‐saturated soils of wetlands, which are usually anoxic,
decomposition of dead plants and other organic matter is greatly retarded by the absence of oxygen.
However, the addition of sulfate can allow bacteria that respire sulfate, instead of oxygen, to
decompose organic matter that would not otherwise decay. The accelerated decay has multiple
consequences that are concerning. The bacteria that respire sulfate breathe out hydrogen sulfide (also
called sulfide), analogous to the conversion or respiration of oxygen to CO2. Sulfide is very reactive with
metals, which makes it toxic at higher concentrations. In addition to the release of sulfide, the sulfate‐
accelerated decomposition of plants releases phosphorus and nitrogen, fertilizing the waterbody.
Decomposition also mobilizes mercury (which is everywhere, thanks to atmospheric transport) into the
surface water. The microbes that convert sulfate to sulfide also methylate mercury, producing
methylmercury, the only form of mercury that contaminates fish. This study demonstrates that adding
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sulfate to a wetland can not only produce toxic levels of sulfide but also increase the surface water
concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorus, mercury, and methylmercury.

Noel, V., Juillot, F., Morin, G., Marchand, C., Ona‐Nguema, G., Viollier, E., Prevot, F., Dublet, G.,
Maillot, F., Delbes, L., Marakovic, G., Bargar, J.R. and Brown, G.E. (2017). Oxidation of Ni‐Rich
Mangrove Sediments after Isolation from the Sea (Dumbea Bay, New Caledonia): Fe and Ni Behavior
and Environmental Implications. ACS Earth and Space Chemistry. 1(8): 455‐464.
Formation of Fe‐sulfides in anoxic horizons of mangrove sediments makes this ecosystem a potential
long‐term sink for metal contaminants in the intertropical region. Increasing anthropogenic pressure on
coastal areas can alter the physicochemical of mangrove sediments by modifying their redox state,
affecting directly the rate of Fe‐sulfides that mediate accumulation of metal contaminant. Here, we
show that isolation from the sea, due to land use planning, directly modify the redox state of mangrove
sediments from reducing condition to oxidizing condition, affecting the stability of Ni‐accumulating Fe‐
sulfides. Unusual suboxic/oxic conditions are indeed observed at intermediate depths in these
mangrove sediments and favor the oxidative dissolution of Ni‐pyrite (Fe1‐xNixS2) that initially formed
under anoxic/suboxic conditions. This reaction leads to a significant release of aqueous HS‐, Fe2+ and
Ni2+ at the redox boundary. HS‐ and Fe2+ oxidize into SO42‐ and Fe3+ and precipitate as
schwertmannite (Fe8O8(OH)(6)SO4), leading to acidification of the pore‐waters. Meanwhile, aqueous
Ni2+ is mostly leached downward in the underlying anoxic layers of the sediment where it sorbs at the
surface of pyrite and/or incorporates in the structure of newly formed pyrites. These results emphasize
the potential of Fe‐sulfides for mitigating the impact of the oxidation of former Ni‐rich mangrove
sediments, as long as the anoxic conditions are preserved at depth. This assumption can be expanded to
other divalent metals and should be applicable to a larger set of mangrove ecosystems worldwide.

Panhwar, Q.A., Naher, U.A., Othman, R., Shamshuddin, J., Hakeem, K.R., Ismail, M.R. and Ariffin, N.
(2017). Aluminum toxicity‐induced alterations in the leaf proteome of rice contrasting response
towards inoculation of plant growth‐promoting bacteria. Acta Physiolagiae Plantarum. 39(10): 214‐
214.
Aluminum (Al) toxicity is one of the primary factors limiting crop production on acid sulfate soils. In the
present study, two‐dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis approach (2D‐PAGE) was applied to
identify Al tolerance, plant growth promotion and separately expressed proteins were determined using
mass spectrometry. Seedlings of rice were grown in an acid sulfate soil. Bio‐fertilizer containing acid‐
tolerant and plant growth‐promoting bacteria (PGPB) were given alone or in combination with ground
magnesium limestone (GML) at 4 t ha(‐1). Leaf samples were taken at 45 days after transplanting.
Results exhibited that the application of bio‐fertilizer and GML increased soil pH and leaf chlorophyll
content. Highest plant height, root length and tiller number were observed in the modified treatments.
A total of eight different proteins have been identified to be differentially expressed in rice leaf tissues
by mass spectrometry analysis that exposed the differential expression of certain vital proteins. The
identified proteins were involved in tolerating abiotic stress, disease resistance, oxidation‐reduction
process and internal plant physiological functions. Results of analyzing multiple protein spots have
shown their involvement for the promotion of plant development and reduction of Al toxicity. The study
thus confirms the primary role of PGPB containing bio‐fertilizer with GML on growth of rice under Al
toxic conditions in acid sulfate soil.
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Payne, M.K. and Stolt, M.H. (2017). Understanding sulfide distribution in subaqueous soil systems in
southern New England, USA. Geoderma. 308: 207‐214
Sulfidization is an important soil forming process in estuarine and marine soils. There has been
considerable work done in intertidal and upland soils regarding sulfides, as well as a body of research on
sulfides in marine sediments, but there has been little published on sulfide distribution in subaqueous
soils in the context of the pedologic approach to studying and classifying these materials. Our objectives
were to determine the distribution of sulfides in subaqueous soils and to evaluate sulfide levels (total
reducible inorganic sulfur, TRIS; acid volatile sulfides, AVS; and chromium reducible sulfur, CRS) in
relation to soil properties including carbon content, CaCO3 content, soil texture, oxidized pH, and
conductivity. Sulfide analysis was completed on 52 representative samples collected from 17 pedons in
three shallow coastal embayments in southern New England, USA. TRIS, calculated as AVS plus CRS,
ranged from 33 to 11,592 lig g‐1 with CRS representing nearly 100% of the sulfides. Sand content
showed a strong negative correlation (r = ‐0.85) with TRIS. Thus, sandy subaqueous soils
(Psammowassents) had the lowest sulfide levels. Although oxidized pH is often used to identify sulfidic
materials, we found that the proportion of the variance in oxidized pH predicted from TRIS was very low
(r = 0.19). In contrast, the amount of salts extracted from samples after treatment with 11202 (TSox)
showed a strong relationship with TRIS (R‐2 = 0.70). We found that there was generally 5 to 10 times
more CaCO3 by weight (the source of which is shell fragments) than sulfides, yet the pH often dropped
below 4.0 upon moist incubation; suggesting that shell materials may not effectively neutralize acidity
generated from oxidizing sulfides. Australian and World Reference Base (WRB) soil classification systems
recognize both hyper (oxidized pH 4.0 or below) and hypo (contain oxidizable sulfides, but pH doesn't
drop as low as 4.0) sulfidic soil materials. Soil Taxonomy, however, only recognizes materials that result
in a drop in pH below 4.0 as sulfidic (hypersulfidic). The recognition of hypersulfidic and hyposulfidic
materials in Soil Taxonomy should be a consideration for future changes in this soil classification system.

Power, C., Ramasamy, M., MacAskill, D., Shea, J., MacPhee, J., Mayich, D., Baechler, F. and
Mkandawire, M. (2017). Five‐year performance monitoring of a high‐density polyethylene (HDPE)
cover system at a reclaimed mine waste rock pile in the Sydney Coalfield (Nova Scotia, Canada).
Environmental Science and Pollution Research. 24(34): 26744‐26762.
Cover systems are commonly placed over waste rock piles (WRPs) to limit atmospheric water and
oxygen ingress and control the generation and release of acid mine drainage (AMD) to the receiving
environment. Although covers containing geomembranes such as high‐density polyethylene (HDPE)
exhibit the attributes to be highly effective, there are few, if any, published studies monitoring their
performance at full‐scale WRPs. In 2011, a HDPE cover was installed over the Scotchtown Summit WRP
in Nova Scotia, Canada, and extensive field performance monitoring was conducted over the next five
years. A range of parameters within the atmosphere, cover, waste rock, groundwater and surface water,
were monitored and integrated into a comprehensive hydrogeochemical conceptual model to assess (i)
atmospheric ingress to the waste rock, (ii) waste rock acidity and depletion and (iii) evolution of
groundwater and surface water quality. Results demonstrate that the cover is effective and meeting site
closure objectives. Depletion in oxygen influx resulted in slower sulphide oxidation and AMD generation,
while a significant reduction in water influx (i. e. 512 to 50 mm/year) resulted in diminished AMD
release. Consistent improvements in groundwater quality (decrease in sulphate and metals; increase in
pH) beneath and downgradient of the WRP were observed. Protection and/or significant improvement
in surface water quality was evident in all surrounding watercourses due to the improved groundwater
plume and elimination of contaminated runoff over previously exposed waste rock. A variably saturated
flow and contaminant transport model is currently being developed to predict long‐term cover system
performance.
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Retallack, G.J. (2018). The oldest known paleosol profiles on Earth: 3.46 Ga Panorama Formation,
Western Australia. Palaeogeography Palaeoclimatology Palaeoecology. 489: 230‐248.
Subaerial volcanic flank and floodplain facies of the 3.46 Ga Panorama Formation have been recognized
on the basis of trough cross‐bedded sandstones, lapilli tuffs, and abundant nodularized barite sand
crystals, like those noted in other Archean non‐marine facies. These barite‐nodular layers are
interpreted as alluvial paleosols for the following reasons. They show different degree of bedding
disruption scaled to nodule size beneath a sharp upper boundary, like desert soil profiles. They show
multiple generations of cracking, clay skins, and up‐profile destruction of feldspar and rock fragments,
compatible with weathering of labile constituents of the parent material. Loss of alkali and alkaline earth
elements and phosphorus up profile are also features of chemical weathering. Geochemical mass
balance calculations (tau analysis) shows that the profiles lost mass and labile elements, unlike
unaltered sediments and tuffs. Rare earth element analysis also shows light rare earth retention as in
weathering, as opposed to sedimentation or hydrothermal alteration. Barite of nodules in the paleosols
is mobilized to concentration under very acidic conditions (pH < 3) and is very stable under less acidic
conditions. These Archean alluvial paleosols may have formed by acid sulfate weathering by sulfuric
acid, rather than the currently more common hydrolysis by carbonic acid. This archaic system of
widespread acid sulfate weathering has since been marginalized to a few playa lakes, deep water tables,
and sulfur springs.

Reid, M.C., Maillard, J., Bagnoud, A.,Falquet, L.,Vo, P.L. and Bernier-Latmani, R. (2017). Arsenic
Methylation Dynamics in a Rice Paddy Soil Anaerobic Enrichment Culture. Environmental Science and
Technology. 51(18): 10546-10554.

Methylated arsenic (As) species represent a significant fraction of the As accumulating in rice grains, and
there are geographic patterns in the abundance of methylated arsenic in rice that are not understood.
The microorganisms driving As biomethylation in paddy environments, and thus the soil conditions
conducive to the accumulation of methylated arsenic, are unknown. We tested the hypothesis that
sulfate‐reducing bacteria (SRB) are key drivers of arsenic methylation in metabolically versatile mixed
anaerobic enrichments from a Mekong Delta paddy soil. We used molybdate and monofluorophosphate
as inhibitors of sulfate reduction to evaluate the contribution of SRB to arsenic biomethylation, and
developed degenerate primers for the amplification of arsM genes to identify methylating organisms.
Enrichment cultures converted 63% of arsenite into methylated products, with dimethylarsinic acid as
the major product. While molybdate inhibited As biomethylation, this effect
was unrelated to its inhibition of sulfate reduction and instead inhibited the methylation pathway.
Based on arsM sequences and the physiological response of cultures to media conditions, we propose
that amino acid fermenting organisms are potential "drivers of As methylation in the enrichments. The
lack of a demethylating capacity may have contributed to the robust methylation efficiencies in this
mixed culture.

Ruprecht, J.E., Glamore, W.C. and Rayner, D.S. (2018). Estuarine dynamics and acid sulfate soil
discharge: Quantifying a conceptual model. Ecological Engineering. 110: 172‐184.
Over 170,000 km(2) of Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS) have been identified worldwide, with 65,000 km2 in Asia;
45,000 km2 in Africa; 30,000 km2 in Australia; 30,000 km2 in South America; and a combined total of
10,000 km2 in Europe and North America. A state‐of‐the‐science approach to remediate these soils is to
encourage tidal buffering. This approach involves the removal of drainage infrastructure and the
repurposing of agricultural land back to tidal wetlands. To date, remediation efforts have largely focused
on individual locations at the farm plot scale. Remediation projects have commonly focused on onsite
acidity levels, groundwater transport and impacts to agricultural infrastructure. This site‐based approach
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provides detailed information on acid hotspots, but provides limited understanding of the overall issues
affecting the broader coastal floodplain.
A catchment‐wide estuarine dynamics approach has been developed and field tested to overcome
current limitations. The catchment‐wide approach combines onsite investigations with large‐scale
studies of: (i) the fate/transport of acidic plumes, (ii) the coastal floodplain response dynamics to rainfall
or flooding events, and (iii) the objective prioritisation of impacted landscapes for remediation. This
paper provides a detailed description of the catchment‐wide approach supported by conceptual
processes and a detailed case study. The 20 km(2) case study site highlights the importance of local and
catchment processes in guiding rehabilitation plans.

Salisbury, A., Stolt, M.H. and Surabian, D.A. (2017). Simulated upland placement of estuarine dredged
materials. Geoderma. 308: 226‐234
Placement of estuarine dredged materials on the land surface can result in severe environmental issues
if acid sulfate conditions develop. In this study, upland placement of marine dredged material was
simulated using a mesocosm experiment. Dredged materials were sampled from eight low energy and
high energy subaqueous soil landscape units of four estuaries in Rhode Island. Soils were mapped in the
low energy landscape units (i.e. coves and bottoms) as Sulfiwassents and in the high energy units (i.e.
deltas and fans) as Psammowassents. Dredged materials were characterized for various physical and
chemical properties, placed into mesocosms, and exposed to natural climatic conditions outside. In
addition, high energy and low energy materials were mixed at ratios of 20:1, 10:1, 5:1, and 2.5:1 and
placed in mesocosms. Mesocosm leachate was collected and analyzed for pH, conductivity, and sulfate
content for over 2 years (one year for the mixed mesocosms). Dredged materials ranged from sand to
silt loam textures with the Sulfiwassents having finer textures and higher levels of carbon and calcium
carbonates. Inorganic sulfide concentrations ranged from 56 to 3410 mu g g(‐1), with an average of 228
mu g g(‐1) for the Psammowassents and 2319 mu g g(‐1) for Sulfiwassents. Concentrations of Zn in the
Sulfiwassent materials decreased by more than half after 2‐years suggesting leaching of Zn during
oxidation of the dredged materials. Leachate from low energy Sulfiwassents showed a large drop in pH
(pH <= 4.0) associated with sulfide oxidation and creation of acid sulfate conditions, while leachate from
coarser textured Psammowassents increased in pH to > 8.0, presumably from the formation of salts.
These conditions generally persisted for the duration of the experiment. Salts washed out of the
dredged material fairly quickly such that leachate conductivities reached < 5 dS m(‐1) in 10 months.
Sulfate content of the leachate varied for the first 18 months with the Sulfiwassent materials having
higher levels and taking longer to wash out. Leachate from mixing as little as 5% Sulfiwassent with
Psammowassent materials resulted in acid sulfate leachate (pH < 4) in less than a year. Our results
suggest that developing soil interpretations for upland placement of dredged materials of estuarine
subaqueous soils should be focused on limitations as the result of creation of acid sulfate conditions and
leaching of metals for Sulfiwassents and potentially high pH values for Psammowassents.

Saxena, S.K., Kumar, M. and Singh, N.B. (2018). Influence of alkali solutions on properties of pond fly
ash‐based geopolymer mortar cured under different conditions. Advances in Cement Research. 30(1):
1‐7.
Waste management of pond fly ash containing heavy metals beyond optimum limit is essential,
otherwise leaching in the soil, water and air will create many hazardous problems. The best way to
utilise pond fly ash is to convert it into geopolymer cement. Geopolymers form a class of binders
manufactured by activation of solid aluminosilicate source material with a highly alkaline activating
solution and aided by thermal curing. In the past few decades, geopolymer binders have emerged as
one of the possible alternatives to ordinary Portland cement binders due to their reported high early
strength and resistance against acid and sulfate attack apart, from their environmental friendliness. An
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experimental study was conducted to assess the activating influences of the combination of different
alkali hydroxides and silicates (NaOH/Na2SiO3, NaOH/Li2SiO3, KOH/Na2SiO3 and KOH/Li2SiO3) on the
mechanical properties of mortars. Geopolymer mortars using sand were cured at 80 degrees C for 4, 8
and 12 h and compressive strengths were determined. Curing was also done by heating in a microwave
oven for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 min and compressive strengths were determined. Results for
compressive strengths in the presence of different combinations of alkalis were compared.

Schulze, D.G., Landin, N.C., Owens, P.R. and Camberato, J.J. (2017).Evidence for a naturally occurring
post‐glacial acid sulfate weathering event in northwestern Indiana, USA. Geoderma.308: 341‐349.
We review the evidence for a naturally occurring acid sulfate weathering event along the southern shore
of Lake Michigan that was initiated 15,000 years BP (before present) at the close of the Wisconsin
Glaciation. The evidence includes: (1) "unproductive black soils" that were encountered when settlers
drained the wetlands in the area for agriculture, (2) areas of soils that have anomalously low base
saturation and are classified into ultic subgroups in a region where typic subgroups are the norm, (3)
unexpectedly high arsenic concentrations in streambed sediments of the Kankakee River, (4) pyrite,
jarosite, and gypsum in cobbles from outwash deposits in the areas, and (5) identification of a modern
day "unproductive black soil" with a surface soil pH of 2.1. We propose that the acid sulfate weathering
event was initiated when the Lake Michigan Lobe of the Wisconsin Glacier eroded pyrite‐rich bedrock
and deposited it in an outwash fan in front of the Valparaiso Moraine, where sorting by water depleted
calcium carbonate‐rich fine material relative to pyrite‐rich coarse material. Acid sulfate weathering on
the higher landscape positions led to well‐drained soils depleted of calcium and magnesium and
resulted in anomalously low base saturation and soils now classified into ultic subgroups. Calcium, iron
and sulfate moved to adjacent wetlands in the lower lying landscape positions, where reduction of iron
and sulfate resulted in the precipitation of secondary pyrite in the accumulating organic material.
Drainage of these wetlands for agriculture beginning in the late 1800s exposed the secondary pyrite to
oxygen and initiated a second cycle of acid sulfate weathering that led to some of the reports of
"unproductive black soils." These soils developed extremely low pH upon drainage. Some of these highly
acid conditions exist today. Arsenic in the original pyrite is moving through the landscape and is
manifested in the unexpectedly high arsenic contents in streambed sediments of the Kankakee River
that drains the area. This work shows that a whole landscape approach is necessary to understand how
seemingly unrelated observations are all manifestations of a single natural phenomenon.

Serrano, J and Leiva, E. (2017). Removal of Arsenic Using Acid/Metal‐Tolerant Sulfate Reducing
Bacteria: A New Approach for Bioremediation of High‐Arsenic Acid Mine Waters. Water. 9(12):
994‐994.
Fluvial sediments, soils, and natural waters in northern Chile are characterized by high arsenic (As)
content. Mining operations in this area are potential sources of As and other metal contaminants, due
to acid mine drainage (AMD) generation. Sulfate Reducing Bacteria (SRB) has been used for the
treatment of AMD, as they allow for the reduction of sulfate, the generation of alkalinity, and the
removal of dissolved heavy metals and metalloids by precipitation as insoluble metal sulfides. Thus, SRB
could be used to remove As and other heavy metals from AMD, however the tolerance of SRB to high
metal concentrations and low pH is limited. The present study aimed to quantify the impact of SRB in As
removal under acidic and As‐Fe‐rich conditions. Our results show that SRB tolerate low pH (up to 3.5)
and high concentrations of As (similar to 3.6 mgL(‐1)). Batch experiments showed As removal of up to
73%, Iron (Fe) removal higher than 78% and a neutralization of pH from acidic to circum‐neutral
conditions (pH 6‐8). In addition, XRD analysis showed the dominance of amorphous minerals, while
Scanning Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive X‐ray Spectroscopy (SEM‐EDX) analysis showed
associations between As, Fe, and sulfur, indicating the presence of Fe‐S‐As compounds or interaction of
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As species with amorphous and/or nanocrystalline phases by sorption processes. These results indicate
that the As removal was mediated by acid/metal‐tolerant SRB and open the potential for the application
of new strains of acid/metal‐tolerant SRB for the remediation of high‐As acid mine waters.

Shamsuzzaman, S.M., Begum, M., Hanafi, M.M., Samsuri, A.W., Saud, H.M. and Jantan, N.M. (2017).
Effects of nitrification inhibitor with organic manure and urea‐N on nutrient accumulation and yield of
MR219 rice in acid sulfate soil. Bangladesh Journal of Botany. 46(4): 1415‐1420.
The effects of nitrification inhibitor (Dicyandiamide; DCD) and source of nitrogen (N) on nutrient
accumulation and yield of rice cultivar MR219 were studied in acid sulphate soil. The treatments of the
experiment included the combination of various N sources (organic and inorganic) and two levels of
DCD. The relative leaf chlorophyll content, amounts of nutrient accumulation and yield showed to
increase with the application of DCD + organic manure and urea‐N compare to urea alone. At heading
stage, DCD with urea + oil palm compost (OPC) gave the highest SPAD value (12.25%) over urea alone.
The highest N, P, K and S accumulation (50.87, 61.23, 45.58 and 61.48%, respectively) and grain (22.0%)
and straw (13.9%) yield increase were obtained due to the application of DCD with urea + OPC.
Therefore, 75% N as urea + 25% N as oil palm compost + DCD (15% N) may be a good practice for rice
production in acid sulphate soil of Malaysia.

Skousen, J. (2017). A methodology for geologic testing for land disturbance: Acid‐Base Accounting for
surface mines. Geoderma. 308: 302‐311
Acid mine drainage and acid sulfate soils are common consequences of disturbing earth materials
containing pyrite and other sulfide‐bearing minerals. In order to predict the acid‐producing potential of
geologic layers in eastern US coal mining regions, Acid‐Base Accounting (ABA) was developed by
researchers at West Virginia University. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the use of this
method and its interpretation as a prediction tool, and to evaluate its accuracy from literature sources.
ABA is an analytical procedure that provides an assessment of the acid‐producing and acid‐neutralizing
potential of soils, sediments and rocks prior to coal mining, highway construction, and other large‐scale
earth‐moving excavations. ABA includes techniques that measure the reactive sulfur content (which is
converted to the acid‐producing potential, Maximum Potential Acidity or MPA) and the reactive
carbonate content (which is converted to acid‐neutralizing potential, Neutralization Potential or NP).
These two quantifiable properties in ABA are primarily used to predict the quality of drainage and soil
quality by subtracting MPA from NP, resulting in a net NP value (either positive or negative). If the MPA
value is higher for the sample (negative net NP), the rock sample is predicted to produce acidic drainage
upon weathering and leaching. If the number for NP is higher (positive net NP), the rock is predicted to
produce alkaline drainage. Other parameters such as rock type, color and paste pH help to refine the
interpretation and prediction of net NP. After passage of laws requiring an assessment of surface mining
on water quality, ABA became the preferred method to predict post‐mining water quality, and permit
decisions for surface mines are largely based on the net NP values of ABA. With this information, mining
plans are developed which may include mixing overburden materials during mining and reclamation or
removing acid‐producing materials from the site, selective handling of these materials and placing in
specific areas within the backfill, and amending these acid materials with alkaline material. ABA has
proven to be a good tool to predict overburden quality that allows the application of prevention
procedures to alleviate post‐mining water and soil quality problems. Studies comparing the post‐mining
water quality with predictions made by ABA have confirmed the utility of ABA for permit decisions, pre‐
mine planning and reclamation practices.
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Song, Y.Y., Shi, H.W., Wang, J., Liu, F.C., Han, E.H., Ke, W., Jie, G.X., Wang, J. and Huang, H.J. (2017).
Corrosion Behavior of Cupronickel Alloy in Simulated Seawater in the Presence of Sulfate‐Reducing
Bacteria. Acta Metallurgica Sinica‐English Letters. 30(12): 1201‐1209.
The corrosion behavior of cupronickel alloy immersed in the simulated seawater in or without the
presence of sulfate‐reducing bacteria (SRB) was studied. The results of scanning electronic microscopy
and electrochemical impedance spectra reveal that corrosion of the sample immersed in the simulated
seawater with SRB was more serious than that immersed in the simulated seawater without SRB. The
atomic force microscopy images show that after immersion for 15 days, the surface roughness of the
sample in the simulated seawater with SRB was higher than that of the sample in the simulated
seawater without SRB. The analysis of confocal laser scanning microscopy indicates that the average
depth of the pits on the surface of the sample in the simulated seawater with SRB was almost twice
deeper than that of the sample in the simulated seawater without SRB.

Sun, W.M., Xiao, E.Z., Pu, Z.L., Krumins, V., Dong, Y.R., Li, B.Q. and Hu, M. (2018). Paddy soil microbial
communities driven by environment‐ and microbe‐microbe interactions: A case study of elevation‐
resolved microbial communities in a rice terrace. Science of the Total Environment. 612: 884‐893.
Rice paddies are a significant source of the greenhouse gas methane, which mainly originates from
microbial activity. Methane generation in anaerobic systems involves complex interactions of multiple
functional microbial groups. Rice paddies installed in hilly terrain are often terraced, providing multiple
quasi‐independent plots differing primarily in their elevation up a hillside. This represents an excellent
study site to explore the influence of environmental factors on microbial communities and interactions
among microbial populations. In this study, we used a combination of geochemical analyses, high‐
throughput amplicon sequencing, and statistical methods to elucidate these interactions. Sulfate, total
nitrogen, total iron, and total organic carbon were determined to be critical factors in steering the
ecosystem composition and function. Sulfate‐reducing bacteria predominated in the rice terrace
microbial communities, and Fe(III)‐reducing and methane‐oxidizing bacteria were abundant as well.
Biotic interactions indicated by co‐occurrence network analysis suggest mutualistic interactions among
these three functional groups. Paddy‐scale methane production may be affected by competition among
methanogens and sulfate‐and Fe(III)‐reducing bacteria, or by direct methane oxidation by methane‐
oxidizing bacteria.
Capsule: Microbial communities were characterized in rice terrace. The environment‐and microbe‐
microbe interactions indicated the mitigation of sulfate and Fe on methane production.

Virtanen, S., Puustinen, M. and Yr‐Hall, M. (2017). Oxidation of iron sulfides in subsoils of cultivated
boreal acid sulfate soil fields ‐ based on soil redox potential and pH measurements. Geoderma. 308:
252‐259.
Acid sulfate soil leachates deteriorate the aquatic ecosystems of their recipient waters around the
world. In Finland, AS soils are located mainly on the coast of the Baltic Sea, where rivers and estuaries
suffer from acid leachates and waters do not meet with the criteria of good water quality set by the EU.
Field drainage of cultivated AS soils is attributable to leaching of acidity, but regardless of various
mitigation measures, the acidity of discharge water in these areas has not decreased significantly. In
order to better understand the pathways involved in the formation of acidity, the redox status of 56
Finnish AS soil fields was examined using redox potential and pH data measured down to 2 m. The
findings indicated that the oxidation of soils has occurred at depths below the drainage pipes, with the
median being at a depth of 1.6 m. In fields cultivated for a long time, soil texture had a stronger effect
on the depth of the redox interface than the drainage method; open ditch drainage and subsurface
drainage; oxidation being faster in sandy and silty soils than in clayey soils. The isostatic land uplift also
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seems to affect the depth of the redox interface in the long run. Most of the studied fields had been
cultivated for at least 30 years prior to the study. However, the pH values of the soils were still very low,
probably due to actual and retained acidity. The prevention of oxidation of sulfidic materials in subsoils
is important, but measures for neutralizing the acidity are needed. Without them it seems that the
leaching of acidity will continue and may decrease only slowly. However, severe droughts during
summers and the reclamation of unripe AS soils for any purpose will increase the leaching of acidity.

Vithana, C.L., Sullivan, L.A. and Shepherd, T. (2017). Effect of schwertmannite and jarosite on the
formation of hypoxic blackwater during inundation of grass material. Water Research. 124: 1‐10.
This study focused on understanding the effect of schwertmannite and jarosite, commonly found in
floodplains containing acid sulfate soil materials, on the characteristics of the hypoxic blackwaters that
can form when floodplain vegetation experiences prolonged inundation. The formation of these
'blackwaters' was simulated in the laboratory by inundating flood‐intolerant pasture grass leaf material
in both the presence of schwertmannite/jarosite (schwertmannite and jarosite treatments) minerals and
their absence (control treatment) at 27.5 degrees C for 32 days. The presence of either schwertmannite
or jarosite was able to decrease the concentrations of DOC, nutrients (e.g. NH3 and PO43‐) and the
biological oxygen demand (BOD) in the incubating water compared to the control treatment. Being fresh
and labile, the pasture grass material liberated DOC immediately following inundation with a
concomitant decrease in dissolved O‐2 thereby resulting in anoxic and reducing conditions in the
incubating water. With the onset of anoxic and reducing conditions, the biogeochemical cycling of DOC
in schwertmannite and jarosite treatments might have proceeded via microbially mediated iron(III) and
sulfate reduction and electron shuttling processes. Under anoxic, slightly acidic conditions, microbially
mediated iron(III) reduction and subsequent dissolution of schwertmannite and jarosite were triggered
by liberating Fe2+, SO42‐ and alkalinity to the incubating water. The resultant increase in pH led to
SO42‐ reduction in schwertmannite, and the Fe2+ catalysed transformation of both schwertmannite and
jarosite to goethite. Schwertmannite almost completely transformed to goethite within two weeks of
incubation. Iron(III) in goethite (formed from schwertmannie transformation) was also reduced and
likely proceeded via direct microbial reduction or via electron shuttling using the humic acids in the
incubating water derived from pasture grass. These findings are highly useful in managing the coastal
low lying acid sulfate soils landscapes which are subject to frequent flooding during wet seasons.

Vo, T.B.T., Wassmann, R., Tirol‐Padre, A., Cao, V.P., MacDonald, B., Espaldon, M.V.O. and Sander, B.O.
(2018). Methane emission from rice cultivation in different agro‐ecological zones of the Mekong river
delta: seasonal patterns and emission factors for baseline water management. Soil Science and Plant
Nutrition. 64(1): 47‐58.
This study comprises a set of methane emission measurements in rice fields located in the four agro‐
ecological zones of the Mekong River Delta (MRD), namely the zones with (i) alluvial soils, (ii) salinity
intrusion, (iii) deep flood, and (iv) acid sulfate soils. These zones have very distinct bio‐physical
conditions and cropping cycles that will affect methane emissions in various forms. Our study includes
comprehensive mapping of these zones as well as an overview of rice statistics (activity data) at
provincial level for each cropping season. Emission data were obtained by the closed chamber method.
The available data set comprises 7 sites with 15 cropping seasons. Mean emission rates showed large
variations ranging from 0.31 to 9.14kg CH(4)ha(‐1) d(‐1). Statistical analysis resulted in weighted means
for all zones that we use as zone‐specific CH4 emission factors (EFz) in the context of the IPCC Tier 2
approach. The lowest EFz was computed for the saline accounting for 1.14kg CH(4)ha(‐1) d(‐1)
(confidence interval: 0.60‐2.14). The EFz values of the alluvial and acid sulfate zones were 2.39kg
CH(4)ha(‐1) d(‐1) (2.19‐4.13) and 2.78kg CH(4)ha(‐1) d(‐1) (2.65‐3.76), respectively, which indicated that
they were not different from each other derived from their confidence intervals. The deep flood zone,
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however, required a season‐specific, assessment of EFz because emission in the autumn‐winter cropping
season, corresponding to the wet period, was significantly higher (9.14kg CH(4)ha(‐1) d(‐1) (7.08‐11.2))
than the other seasons (2.24kg CH(4)ha(‐1) d(‐1) (1.59‐3.47)). Although these emission factors
correspond to baseline water management and do not capture the diversity of farmers' practices, we
see the availability of zone‐specific data as an important step for a more detailed assessment of Business
as Usual emissions as well as possible mitigation potentials in one of the most important rice growing
regions of the world.

Watanabe, M., Kojima, H. and Fukui, M. (2017). Desulfocucumis palustris gen. nov., sp nov., a
mesophilic sulfate reducer belonging to Desulfotomaculum subcluster Ig. International Journal of
Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology. 67(8): 2679‐2682.
A mesophilic, endospore‐forming, sulfate‐reducing bacterium, designated strain NAW‐5(T), was isolated
from marsh soil. Cells of strain NAW‐5(T) were Gram‐stain‐negative, curved rods that were motile. Strain
NAW‐5(T) grew at 18‐48 degrees C (optimum 3237 degrees C) and pH 5.8‐8.4 (optimum pH 6.2‐7.3).
Electron donors utilized were various organic acids and H‐2 which support autotrophic growth.
Fermentative growth occurred on carboxylic acids, but not on sugar. Sulfate, thiosulfate and elemental
sulfur were used as electron acceptors. The respiratory isoprenoid quinone was MK‐7. The genomic DNA
G+C content of this strain was 46.6 mol%. Sequence analysis of the 16S rRNA gene showed that strain
NAW‐5(T) was affiliated to the family 'Desulfotomacul aceae' but the strain shared very low sequence
similarity with any representatives of this family (>= 89 %). Strain NAW‐5(T) belongs to
Desulfotomaculum subcluster Ig which does not include any species with validly published names. On
the basis of significant differences in the phylogenetic and phenotypic properties between strain NAW‐
5(T) and related species, strain NAW‐5(T) represents a novel species of a new genus for which the name
Desulfocucumis palustris gen. nov., sp. nov. is proposed. The type strain of the type species is NAW‐5(T)
(= DSM 102911(T) = NBRC 112242(T)).

Wessel, B.M., Fiola, J.C. and Rabenhorst, M.C. (2017). Soil morphology, genesis, and monolith
construction of an acid sulfate soil with silica‐cementation in the US Mid‐Atlantic Region. Geoderma.
308: 260‐269.
Soil monoliths are powerful tools for soil education and for representing soils as they are found in the
field. They preserve and display major soil features and are portable. The monolith herein described was
collected from an active acid sulfate soil located near the western shore of the Chesapeake Bay in the
Coastal Plain physiographic province in Maryland, US. The key features of this profile include a silica‐
cemented layer, a sulfuric horizon, prominent concentrations of jarosite and iron oxide, glauconite, and
sulfidic materials. The silica‐cemented layer, similar to a duripan, created a challenge for the collection
of a soil monolith from this site. This layer was disassembled, fragments were cut to size, and the layer
was reassembled in a soil monolith containing the underlying and overlying soil horizons. This appears to
be the first published report of a method for creating a soil monolith in a silica‐cemented soil. Silica‐
cementation in acid sulfate soils is rarely reported in the pedologic literature, though cemented layers
are occasionally reported in literature on sulfidic mine tailings. By understanding silica‐cementation in
acid sulfate soils we may be able to induce it as a management practice in mine tailings and other
environmentally hazardous sites. The goals of this study are to report on a method for creating soil
monoliths from silica‐cemented soils, to present explanations for the genesis of this unusual soil, and to
highlight how a pedologic study of this soil could lead to further experiments to mitigate some
environmentally hazardous sites.
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Wessel, B.M. and Rabenhorst, M.C. (2017).Identification of sulfidic materials in the Rhode River
subestuary of Chesapeake Bay. Geoderma.308: 215‐225.
Sulfide‐containing soil materials can undergo a process known as sulfuricization if disturbed, triggering
the production of sulfuric acid through the oxidation of Fe sulfides and causing environmental
degradation. Several systems exist to classify these types of materials based on the level of
environmental hazard that they may pose. Hypersulfidic materials undergo extreme acidification,
hyposulfidic materials may undergo acidification to a lesser extent or not at all, and monosulfidic
materials contain a more reactive form of Fe sulfide. The definitions for these terms vary, so a brief
review of how these materials are described and classified both globally and in the Rhode Myer region is
provided. Testing for these materials is costly and time consuming, with current methods sometimes
taking 16 weeks or longer to identify these materials. In subaqueous environments, where dredging and
other marine construction activities may be delayed by requirements to obtain this information, better
methods for the field identification of these materials would be of use to subaqueous soil surveyors. In
this study, subaqueous soil materials from the Rhode River estuary were sampled, described, and
divided into six categories based on morphologic properties: fluid muds, unconsolidated Holocene sandy
materials, organic materials, buried A horizons, Tertiary materials with Fe oxide concentrations, and
Tertiary materials without Fe oxide concentrations. These materials were then evaluated and classified
as different types of sulfide‐containing materials using current methods. Buried A horizons, organic
materials, and Tertiary materials without Fe oxide concentrations are the most likely to be hypersulfidic
materials, and therefore of the greatest environmental concern. Fluid muds, unconsolidated Holocene
sandy materials, and Tertiary materials with Fe oxide concentrations are less likely to consist of
hypersulfidic materials, but may still be of environmental concern as hyposulfidic materials or
monosulfidic materials. Subaqueous soil surveyors can use these findings to help understand the relative
environmental hazards posed by similar subaqueous soil materials in similar settings.

Widyatmanti, W. and Sammut, J. (2017). Hydro‐geomorphic controls on the development and
distribution of acid sulfate soils in Central Java, Indonesia. Geoderma. 308: 321‐332.
Coastal planning policies and regulations in Indonesia have not adequately considered acid sulfate soils
(ASS) as a constraint on development. Aquaculture is often undertaken in unsuitable areas, and fish and
shrimp culture systems, in particular, fail after a short period of production because of the impacts of
ASS on pond water quality and, subsequently, on fish and shrimp health. This study describes a mapping
approach based on an understanding of the hydro‐geomorphic controls on the formation and the
distribution of ASS in Central Java, Indonesia. The underlying approach was to identify associations
between ASS development and distribution within estuarine hydro‐geomorphological units (HGUs). This
study utilized a multi‐level methodology involving multi‐resolution, remotely‐sensed data and GIS
analysis, coupled with field and laboratory‐based data, to obtain hydro‐geomorphic and soil information
at different mapping scales. An estuary classification scheme for Central Java identified river, tide and
wave‐dominated estuaries as the dominant estuary types. HGUs were identified in each estuary type to
define the relationships between landform development processes and pyrite concentration in soil
layers. Thirty‐nine HGUs were classified based on landforms, marine and fluvial hydrology, geomorphic
processes, land use, and vegetation types. Field and laboratory assessment of soil properties were
undertaken to identify the horizontal distribution of ASS in the HGUS and its vertical character in soil
profiles. In contrast to previous studies, the results showed that estuaries located in low‐energy
environments on the north coast have low (< 0.1%) pyrite concentrations in 90% of their HGUs.
Decades‐old intensive aquaculture and dredging activities, that led to repeated oxidation and leaching,
were identified as factors for low pyrite "concentrations. On the south coast, the combination of a high
river and marine energy environment created scattered landforms with soils that have very high (4‐9%)
pyrite concentrations. These ASS‐bearing HGUs mostly developed in low energy estuarine environments
overlying former high river energy environments. The information generated for each HGU facilitated
the development of an ASS mapping model that incorporates knowledge on the relationship between
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soil and landform formation in Central Java estuaries. Knowing where ASS occur is essential to minimize
the risk of environment degradation. Using multi‐resolution, remotely sensed data decreases cost and
labour, compared to more traditional mapping approaches, especially to identify sampling sites for field
surveys. The resulting maps and mapping methods will improve land capability assessment for
brackishwater aquaculture and other coastal land use in Indonesia.

Willscher, S., Schaum, M., Goldammer, J., Franke, M., Kuehn, D., Ihling, H. and Schaarschmidt, T.
(2017). Environmental biogeochemical characterization of a lignite coal spoil and overburden site in
Central Germany. Hydrometallurgy. 173: 170‐177.
During the 20th century lignite coal was an important resource for energy and chemical production in
Germany. The legacy of the extended open pit lignite coal mining consists of spacious coal spoil areas
and the occurrence of large and numerous pit lakes. Various approaches for the remediation of lignite
spoil and overburden substrates have been carried out for the last 50 years. The results of former
remediation can currently be evaluated by the long‐term effects. It is important to learn from the
success or problems of the former remediation activities, and to improve these methods for a successful
current or future application in mining processes. Seepage waters from coal spoil sites can impact
billions of m(3) of groundwater in affected areas over a very long time horizon (eternity impacts).
A coal spoil site in Central Germany with cohesive soil substrates and layers of carbonaceous drift clays
was studied, and biogeochemical parameters of this spoil substrate were characterized. The investigated
site partially had a remediated topsoil layer for 40 years, and over this time agricultural cultivation of
different plants (grains, legumes, Pocaceae) has been performed. The counts of different microbial
populations at several locations and in spatial distribution in the coal spoil substrate were investigated,
and geochemical data of the coal spoil substrate were measured. The impact of microbial and
geochemical processes on ground‐ and surface water was evaluated. The measurement results were
compared with previous data of microbial communities in sandy substrates and their impact to the
environment. Finally, the success of long‐term remediation of such sites, the influence onto microbial
life and impact to the environment were compared and discussed.

Xia, X., Wu, S.J., Li, N.H., Wang, D., Zheng, S.X. and Wang, G.J. (2018). Novel bacterial selenite
reductase CsrF responsible for Se(IV) and Cr(VI) reduction that produces nanoparticles in
Alishewanella sp WH16‐1. Journal of Hazardous Materials. 342: 499‐509.
Alishewanella sp. WH16‐1 is a facultative anaerobic bacterium isolated from mining soil. Under aerobic
conditions, this bacterium efficiently reduces selenite and chromate. A flavoprotein showing 37% amino
acid identity to E. coli chromate reductase ChrR was identified from the genome (named CsrF). Gene
mutation and complementation along with heterologous expression revealed the ability of CsrF to
reduce selenite and chromate in vivo. The purified CsrF was yellow and showed an absorption spectra
similar to that of FMN. The molecular weight of CsrF was 23,906 for the monomer and 47,960 for the
dimer. In vitro, CsrF catalyzes the reduction of Se(IV) and Cr(VI) using NAD(P)H as cofactors with optimal
condition of pH 7.0 and temperature of 30‐37 degrees C. This enzyme also catalyze the reduction of
sulfate and ferric iron but not arsenate and nitrate. Using NADPH as its electron donor, the Km for the
reduction of Se(IV) and Cr(VI) was 204.1 +/‐ 27.91 and 250.6 +/‐ 23.46 mol/L, respectively. Site‐directed
mutagenesis showed that Arg13 and Gly113 were essential for the reduction of Se(IV) and Cr(VI). The
products of the reduction of Se(IV) and Cr(VI) were Se(0)‐ and Cr(III)‐nanoparticles, respectively. To our
knowledge, CsrF is a novel and well‐characterized bacterial aerobic selenite reductase
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Xie, Y.Y., Lu, G.N., Ye, H., Yang, C.F., Xia, D., Yi, X.Y., Reinfelder, J. and Dang, Z. (2017). Fulvic acid
induced the liberation of chromium from CrO42‐substituted schwertmannite. Chemical Geology.
475:52‐61.
The cycling of Fe and Cr is intimately linked to the fate of schwertmannite in acid mine drainage (AMD)
and acid sulfate soil (ASS) environments. Dissolved organic matter (DOM) can affect the stability of
minerals and speciation, mobility and toxicity of heavy metals via redox reactions and complexation.
However, knowledge about the fate of Fe and Cr upon reduction and complexation of CrO42‐substituted
sehwertmannite by fulvic acid (FA) is poorly understood. In this study, experiments were devised to
investigate the interaction between FA and schwertmannite, with major degeneration of the
schwertmannite structure as well as the formation of secondary minerals. For CrO42‐substituted
schwertmannite, results indicated that the concentrations of total Fe and Cr in the solution were
determined to be the maximum values at 360 h and 96 h, and then decreasing over the reaction time
when FA was 10 mg/L at pH of 6.5. The characterization on the solid phase by X‐ray diffraction, scanning
electron microscopy and X‐ray photo electron spectroscopy technologies revealed that goethite was the
dominant newly secondary mineral phases which played a vital role in controlling the fate and transport
of Fe and Cr. The possible mechanism was proposed to be synergistic effect including ligand‐promoted
and reduction. This study provides new insights into the understanding of trace element behavior in
environments affected by DOM and also has guiding significance for Cr‐contaminant remediation.

Yli‐Halla, M., Virtanen, S., Makela, M., Simojoki, A., Hirvi, M., Innanen, S., Makela, J.J. and Sullivan, L.
(2017). Abundant stocks and mobilization of elements in boreal acid sulfate soils. Geoderma. 308:
333‐340.
Large amounts of sulfate and divalent iron (Fe) are released into the pore water of acid sulfate (AS) soils
upon oxidation of sulfidic materials. The simultaneously produced acidity dissolves metals from the soil
matrix. Reduced horizons of AS soils commonly have a large mineral nitrogen (N) stock in the form of
NH4+‐N, which is a potential source of N leaching and gaseous emissions. This study was carried out at
three AS soil sites in Finland. Cation composition of pore water was monitored in a monolithic lysimeter
experiment. Timothy samples grown in an AS soil were analysed for mineral elements and the soil was
investigated for zinc (Zn) distribution in different chemical species at four depths down to 85 cm. The
composition of pipestems formed in previous root channels was investigated by SEM, X‐ray EDX and
XRD. Emissions of CO2 and N2O were measured in an AS field which had a peaty topsoil. Monitoring by
closed chambers was carried out at three sites differing in the depth of peat layer (15, 30 and 60 cm). In
the sulfuric horizon, large amounts of calcium and magnesium were mobilized. Reflooding stopped the
mobilization of those elements but resulted in abundant dissolution of Fe, which became the dominant
cation in the pore water. Timothy growing in an AS soil showed only small deviations from the average
composition measured in Finland with the exception of Zn that was at the deficiency level. As Zn in the
root zone had been dissolved and subsequently leached, it was recovered in easily soluble forms in the
subsoil. Pipestem composition indicated accumulation of Fe and formation of a new solid phase
probably mostly in the form of schwertmannite even though jarosite was also detected. The annual CO2
emissions from the peaty AS soil were about 6000 kg C ha(‐1) but the (NO)‐O‐2 emissions were relatively
small, with a magnitude more typical of mineral rather than organic soils. Thus, large N stock of an AS
soil do not necessarily contribute to abundant gaseous N emissions.
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